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Dear Polity, 
Welcome to another issue of icrrnp(a. In this issue, we are continuing to focus our interviews 

on certain sections of the faculty, and this time we have chosen to speak with tutors who have back
grounds in science. Lab is a particularly interesting topic at the College for two reasons: it includes so 
many different authors in such different formats packed so closely together (e.g. Archimedes' proofs vs. 
Strauss' Upright Posture) and it forms a basis for our physical understanding of the world that our other 
tutorials fail to reach. I think we are working with the least ideal circumstances in lab, and that seems 
to make it the most ideal thing to do. 

As you enjoy our issue, I would invite you to focus on the duality of action versus thought. We 
have a high volume of math content this issue, and it really inspires me to see some of our fellow stu
dents put so much effort into working within a system that they've spent time thinking about to create 
something new and appealing. It is great to see consistent submission numbers over the course of this 
year, as well as interest in helping out. On that note, Ms. Esther Lee (A20) will also be joining our staff 
for future issues. 

Lastly, there is a favor I would ask of any readers here: if you find something genuinely interest -
ing, please don't feel afraid of sharing it. In a practical sense, many new faces on campus haven't heard 
of our magazine because the coffee shop is no longer a driving communal force. If you have any peers 
who would enjoy our magazine or really find one of our interviews interesting, a small suggestion 
might make a large difference in their lives. The listening that we want to happen at this college only 
happens when people are really speaking to each other, and we at icrrnp(a are only a small collection of 
the interesting content our community members are trying to express. We have many publications on 
campus containing our community's talent and expression, and you, as engaged audiences, are the rea
son we write. From editors to contributors all the way to writers of excessively sentimental forewords, 
thank you for reading. 

Abraham Zhao 
icr-rop(a Archon 
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Dialogues 

Mr. Chester Burke 
Ms. Susan Paalman 
Mr. Adam Schulman 

Dialogues 

Tutor: Mr. Chester Burke Interviewer: Abraham Zhao(Al9) 

Mr. Chester Burke is a graduate from St. John's College and has been teaching since 1984. He came to 
the college as its first Director of Laboratories when the position was established. Before this, he taught 
physics lab classes at Towson University and worked as a flute professor. Notably, Mr. Burke is also a 
professional musician, part of the tutor, jazz group MisterSix, and has a degree in flute performance. 

Mr. Zhao: You've been here for over 40 
years in a sense, since you were a student in the 
70's. So you have a very intimate knowledge of the 
college. In a previous interview I did with Elliott 
Zuckerman, he told me about this very intimate 
connection that used to exist at the College, between 
tutors and students, you know-he would play 
for the waltz parties. What are some of the main 
differences between then and now that you see? 

Mr. Burke: Yes, it was a smaller school and it 
made a big difference that people lived very close to 
the campus. Annapolis was a different kind of town
for one, it was affordable. That's a relative term that 
you students figure out on your own. So most tutors 
lived in a smaller radius. What Elliott Zuckerman 
did was just wonderful, and I think there was a bit 
more time spent by the tutors in social situations, 
and a lot of that was the smallness. I think there are 
many more families now and school has become 
many different kinds of spread out social situations. 
I think it's natural to be nostalgic for the past. 

For myself, I love doing things here with a 
St. John's audience because there's something special 
about playing for one because of the way they listen. 
I feel I have two separate lives in a certain way, 
since I have a separate musical life. I've played with 
a chamber orchestra for many years and these two 
separate worlds sometimes mix and there's a way 
that we're involved with the College, but also often 
separate. 

Mr. Zhao: The next thing I want to ask you 
about then is the connection between music and 
science. At St. John's, Zuckerkandl wants to, in 
some way, treat our class as a practicum. We listen 
to music in order to have data to work with. So to 
what extent do you think the unresolved feeling 
you get from playing from the C (1) to the B (7) in 
a C major scale counts as scientific evidence? The 
second question, tying back to viewing St. John's 
as a special type of audience, how do you think 

our education changes the way we listen to music? 
Mr. Burke: I think that the key to education 

and the key to our whole community is listening and 
learning how to listen to one another. I think it's a 
rare thing and when you're actually in it you don't 
appreciate it as much. It's almost forced upon us by 
constantly being in small classrooms and books that 
are too difficult for ourselves, or beyond ourselves. 
Now how that works with my personal connection 
to music: I love the music tutorial, I've taught it six 
times. As a student, I had a great music tutorial and 
I know I rediscovered my love of music there. It was 
through Zuckerkandl, though I didn't really think 
so at the time. The questions that were asked were 
ones I'd never thought about, despite the hours I 
spent practicing as a kid. It's interesting that you talk 
about it in a practical vein, because you're right, he 
gives thousands of examples, but in a certain way 
it's philosophy in the best sense. He's getting us to 
listen, but also to use speech in an intelligent way 
to talk about music. If we become too literal about 
those things that he's saying, well that's not the way 
to approach him. A lot of students who have a lot 
of musical experience have a real difficulty with 
Zuckerkandl, because he's not speaking in their 
terms, and a lot of the ones with the most success 
are the ones with no music experience, but did 
their reading very carefully and were excited about 
hearing things. So my opinion is that the tutorial 
works best when Zuckerkandl is used to get at music. 

Now for your example, Zuckerkandl's whole 
thing can be described as a kind of dynamics between 
tones. What you soon realize is that it's not physics 
even though when you study Newton it's all about 
force, but on the other hand it's not the psychology of 
personal feeling. When we listen to these works, we 
have to consult our bodies. Zuckerkandl in one of his 
papers, talks about a third world between the objective 
and subjective, and so it can be thought about in the 
realm of philosophy. But that's not the exact point. 
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I am very moved by music and the tutorial gives 
me a way to give an account of why I'm moved by 
it. What you usually do at a concert is say, "I really 
love that;' and stop, but what's your next move? And 
I think that, by having to do that every day, there are 
elements that have to be learned. If you think about 
a singer going from seven to eight, Zuckerkandl says 
they'll never be singing in mathematical tune-not in 
an exact, calculated ratio. Some people talk about it 
as a sensed or felt ratio. You're not doing math when 
you study it even if you talk about it that way, nor 
are you doing physics when you study about it even 
if you're talking about it in terms of tension. I gave 
a lecture once on a cello concerto by Haydn, and I 
investigated the various strategies to get at it, and 
tension and release-I mean, what's it a tension of? Is 
it tension of a string? 

And then there's music as it's experienced. 
Once we get to a concert, we have all this stuff on our 
minds and just drop our metaphorical scaffolding. 
Our ear and our sensibility have all been trained. So, 
seven to eight is important, but we have to think about 
what seven and eight are. And it requires a scale. 

Mr. Zhao: So I picked up a fun fact about 
Einstein from his biography: he was apparently 
very musically talented. In some ways, I want to 
say that these two fields, music and science, stand 
very opposed, since the tension in music seems in 
some ways incommensurable with the tension of 
physics, as you said. At the same time, I also want 
to say that something significant is shared between 
taking music and science seriously. You ·have 
backgrounds in both, do you share that opinion? 

Mr. Burke: One sees it quite often. I was able 
to meet a lot of scientists who were very good in their 
various fields, and I found that they loved music. And 
that's a connection that, for me, is less developed. It's 
true that I love natural science and have a certain 
talent in mathematics, but for me it's more like two 
different sides of the same thing. The musical part is 
more intuitive and emotional. Of course you have to 
think through every piece that you play, but there's 
a kind of freedom and spontaneity when I play. I 
feel very alive. Performance is a very precise art and 
there's a kind of precision we seek in music that we're 
not looking for in class. Music, to some extent, is 
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non-verbal. I feel that I need both of them, but I'm 
not sure I'm wise enough to see exactly what their 
connection is. 

Mr. Zhao: So you're teaching freshman lab for 
the first time again in exactly thirty years. What is it 
like to come back to something after that long? And 
I'm also curious, since you've been teaching more 
upperclassmen recently, what's it like working 
with new blood again for the first time in so long? 

Mr. Burke: I wanted to do freshman lab for 
many reasons. I've been in the process with some 
colleagues about thinking of the lab program as a 
whole, and I'm convinced that the lab program fits 
together. There's something special about freshman 
lab, especially the first semester. When I was a 
younger tutor, I was absolutely convinced that 
the first semester of freshman lab and sophomore 
music were the most difficult tutorials at the school. 
There's been a lot of work put into freshman lab over 
the years and some things have changed. I wanted 
to see it again, and to be a tutor at this school, you 
really have to have the full program in front of you. 
At some times, that requires digging into various 
tutorials, but I think that to do too much in one 
area of the Program skews the view of it as a whole. 

I think teaching freshmen is very special, 
but it's a different being. Let me talk about my 
freshman students-I love them. They are coming to 
the school with all kinds of fresh ideas and they are 
full of enthusiasm. In a certain way, we're throwing 
texts at them from the beginning that I'm hardly 
up to myself-Aristotle, Theophrastus, and now 
Goethe is on the Program. I had loved Driesch and 
Spemann my first year and threw myself into it, and 
now I'm finding that with my freshmen that there's 
no possible way we could cover all of the material. 
But that's not even what's at stake- it may never be 
at stake in a St. John's class to cover everything. Here, 
the readings are both specific and general, and deep. 

I also now appreciate the two, two-and-a
half-hour sessions. I used to think that was too much 
and it would benefit to just do three shorter sessions 
per week. There is a real benefit to talking about 
something and then going to the laboratory. I'm really 
a different person from the last time I taught it, and 
with this particular group of students we try our best, 
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try to articulate a few things clearly, then we look 
at things like a cow's heart or a sheep pluck. There, 
we don't have a manual that tells us how to do it, 
and the students really just leap into it. In that class, 
they're discovering things, I'm discovering things 
working with them, and we're looking at all these 
new discoveries. It's very invigorating and extremely 
exhausting. In that tutorial, now that I've done the 
entire Program, I can talk about everything in the 
Freshman year naturally. For example, we were 
talking about Driesch the other day and there were 
lines in Driesch that fit perfectly with The Republic 
and it came naturally out of the conversation. You 
don't want to push things like that too much. But 
I can already see that they're bringing their math 
work in and it's fun. Getting to read these readings 
again, I feel that the time I've spent has really 
allowed me a different insight into them. I'm really 
grateful to the College. I remember things that didn't 
make sense even though I worked really hard, and 
of course I still have to work to get it back again. 

Mr. Zhao: Over the summer I worked 
under an alum. We were just talking about the 
Program, and he said flat out that he didn't think 
the junior math program made a lot of sense-and 
he applied that to the junior lab program too
because although we get to the root questions here 
at St. John's, he argued that you don't get a sufficient 
technical grasp of it to actually be able to use it in 
any job that would really be expecting you to have a 
good knowledge of calculus or physics. For instance, 
students have to take extra classes in order to prepare 
for science degrees and the MCAT. How would you 
defend the Program in light of those criticisms? 

Mr. Burke: I would say that what we do 
every day is very technical-but that comes from 
my training as a musician. It took me a little while 
to realize that practicing scales and etudes was 
as much of a musical activity as a technical one. 
I've known many students who would not be 
doing things-sciences and mathematics-if they 
hadn't started here. I don't want to short change or 
trivialize the transition. I mean, for example, to go 
on in engineering would mean sitting down and 
solving a billion problems-to go on in any kind of 
discipline would be to continue solving the problems, 

but I'm not sure that I agree with this notion. 
I'll say one thing about myself: I did a lot of 

math in high school. And the math and lab programs 
here were not my focus as a student; I was much more 
interested in language and seminar. But when I came 
back around to the laboratory curriculum and I read 
the lab manuals, I had a really interesting perspective. 
I'd taught physics labs elsewhere, and basically 
trained students in that kind of theoretical apparatus 
that they would need in order to do what turns out 
to be a lot of the practica in our senior laboratory. 

It wasn't until maybe eight or nine years ago 
studying Leibniz's papers, many of which are much 
more difficult than the ones we put in the junior 
m~th manual, and really thinking them through that 

(( A response from another angle 
.r\..is that going slowly over 

fundamental things is worth its 
weight in gold:' 

I got excited about the calculus. I had been a junior 
math archon, I had taught people how to integrate, 
differentiate, and all that. In the end, learning the 
calculus is a difficult thing. I think there are many 
ways to learn it and the way we do it is not the only 
way. I think that we always need to be thinking 
about the kinds of things we do mathematically. 

A response from another angle is that 
going slowly over fundamental things is worth its 
weight in gold. Doing it with people of different 
backgrounds can be frustrating, especially if you 
are used to doing something in a certain way, or if 
you have a certain goal, but I have found many of 
those people who get frustrated talk that way. In 
some cases, they're the ones that have the most 
difficulty explaining things to other students. 

I don't want to generalize. I've also had a 
lot of students who have gone on in the technical 
disciplines and they've just flourished instantly. 
In other cases, it's difficult, they've had to work 
hard- they had to do those problems. I think now 
we are much friendlier to that as a school-there 
are summer internships that they can get, there are 
ways to study things in the summer. But even at 
that, I guess I'm not answering the question directly: 
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my direct response is that a math tutorial that's 
really working is challenging everybody. It's by no 
means a history of science, because we could do that 
a lot better if we wanted to. Our study of Newton's 
Principia, those mathematical theorems, that's some 
of the hardest stuff I've ever done. I'm surprised that 
we can do it. 

Regarding junior math, would there be a way 
where we could hone our skills down? One thing I will 
say that will apply both to the math and laboratory: 
when we start doing problems, what happens is 
that we get interested in a particular problem, and 
we get through just one or two, and we don't do 
things "efficiently:' In a way, I couldn't be more with 
those people who think that a discipline requires 
throwing yourself into things, not asking questions; 
sometimes just doing stuff and then coming back. 
A good example in junior lab is the boat problem. 
That's one that I've seen many people get passionate 
and angry about. I've had many students give me 
solutions to it. In my career I've come up with a list of 
problems I give the students and we sometimes talk 
about them. When I last did junior math, it was a year I 
wasn't on the Instruction Committee, and I had a lot of 
time, so I sat in the fishbowl, and students would come, 
and we would just go through hundreds of problems. 
That's a good activity. So I 
don't know if that's a very good 
answer, but that's all I can say. 

Mr. Zhao: It seems solid. 
Continuing to think about 
junior math and in some ways, 
the whole junior year- Leibniz 
is hugely pervasive, but it's a bit 
strange that we read so much 
of him. What I'm most curious 
about is that I've heard to 
some extent there's controversy 
over this. Is Leibniz really 
worth reading this much? 

M r. Burke: It's funny 
because I probably got close to 
nothing out of Leibniz when I 
was a student. We read him in 
seminar, the Monadology and 
the Discourse. I suspect the 
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Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence was in there in some 
way. We read nothing of his in the mathematics 
tutorial, but in the laboratory program (it was a 
four year lab program for one), we had a manual, 
which was an intelligently written textbook within a 
separate manual with snippets or readings. We didn't 
spend much time on the readings and concentrated 
primarily on the manual part. For me, I would almost 
rather have studied a real textbook then. I couldn't 
have articulated that at the time. But I have to say 
that I believe that I'm here to read original texts. 

But certainly, the paper that Leibniz writes, 
well we read two papers in the laboratory, those things 
were not available to me, and so I didn't have a sense 
of Leibniz at all. In fact, I was thinking, "What, monad 
and no windows? Okay, when does Kant start?" And I 
love reading Kant. So, I think it's a benefit throughout 
the Program when you see authors reappear- this 
is kind of a stock answer but I really believe it in 
various contexts-that's something that happens 
with Pascal. I read Pascal's Pensees in seminar, had 
a fantastic French tutorial, translating from the 
Pensees, trying to get the best English possible and 
actually writing a paper on that, and having the Pascal 
in the laboratory. Those are three sides of Pascal. I 
was temperamentally more directed towards Pascal, 

Dialogues 

I now actually love Leibniz and have studied a lot of 
Leibniz and I think insofar as we see an author in 
various venues, it strengthens what's at the core of 
our program. Although we have to make divisions 
in our life in the world, in a certain way at St. John's, 
we break down those divisions. And I think that's 
something that you might not be able to spend 
your life doing, but I think it's very, very important. 

It's another question, I would say, whether 
the best way to study the calculus is through 
Leibniz. I myself, as one of the architects of it, 
am still tom. I know that I myself have had deep 
insights into it, but yes, I think there are always 
problems-that's one of the things about the 
College: we're always at work doing the thing that 
we do and thinking about how we can make it better. 

M r. Zhao: What is the main alternative on 
the table that gets proposed against Leibniz for 
learning calculus? Textbooks, like manual style or ... 

M r. Burke: You know, we had a manual 
written by a very esteemed tutor, now retired, but 
it was written to give us an introduction to the 
calculus for the sake of then moving onto Newton's 
Principia. It was written in a concise way and it 
gave us problems to do. I had colleagues who had 
never done calculus-it was a good way for them 
to get into it, and many students were helped by it. 
It was brief and could be done in a short amount 
of time. Then another colleague wrote something 
which was part of a textbook that was extremely 
well crafted, which was proposed to be added. We 
didn't read as much of the Principia, and I think 
that many good things are now coming out of 
reading the Leibniz. I have heard both sides of the 
debate to certain extents. I'll put it this way: there's 
not an author we have who teaches that kind of 
calculus we want, who's equivalent to someone like 
Lobachevsky or Euclid. I could say a lot of things on 
why I think Leibniz is perfect for us, or what is not 
perfect but is very good. I think I'm actually learning 
those things after having put him on the Program. 

Mr. Zhao: So, Leibniz is sort of this incredibly 
multi-talented individual, right? Because, you 
know, he can talk about God, he can talk very well 
about math and physics, and he was a diplomat to 
Paris. All that put together seems to depict him as 

a Renaissance man, or someone knowledgeable in 
many fields, which I'm willing to call a very Johnnie 
ideal in some sense. What is it like to participate 
in such a spread-out education compared to your 
serious music pursuits after graduation? From my 
understanding of serious conservatory students, 
their studies seem to me to be the polar opposite of 
what we do here: you pick one thing and do it for six 
to eight hours a day and work solely on that thing. 
What do you see as the tradeoff here, and why 
is St. John's a more sensible route than picking 
somethinglikea major and justgettingreallyintoit? 

Mr. Burke: That's a hard question. I could 
probably speak endlessly about the benefits of what I 
see happen here, many on the basis of my experience 
every day working with students and colleagues. 
It's a tremendous experience. But there are many, 
many paths in life, and that diversity is made clear 
to us- we get a small number of students doing this 
program. There are many people who hear about the 
Program who think it's a wonderful thing. There are 
people who decided not to do the Program when 
they were younger, who later in life get excited 
about it. They send their children, they sometimes 
go to the Graduate Institute, they've lead full lives, 
and so who am I to say that an alternative is or isn't 
better? I sometimes see a freshman come who's an 
extremely talented in music who has had the same 
question you're asking in their own soul. Sometimes 
they leave and sometimes they don't. It's very hard. 

While I was studying music, I felt a 
compulsion to do it. I knew at a certain point, and 
you know these things grow quickly, but I felt that 
this is what I had to do. I felt a lack in my life. I was 
always happy to have friends to talk about things, 
but I was lucky to be at the University of Michigan. 
The degree program was in performance, but that 
required some other classes. Most of my fellow 
performance majors had little interest in taking those 
classes because, while I had some amazing theory 

((A !though we have to make 
.fidivisions 1n our life in the 

world, in a certain way at St John's, 
we break down those divisions:' 
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classes, what I wanted to do was to be in the 
practice room, practicing and then playing in as 
many ensembles as possible. I ask myself all the 
time, "How does that apply to what I do now?" 

I think it gave me a kind of discipline that I 
would not have had, and I don't mean just the ability 
to put in long hours. It was kind of the ability to focus, 
and I don't say that you have to go to music school 
to learn how to focus. I see students who can just 
sit down and spend time with the text or just spend 
time thinking. For me it was a way to concentrate 
all my efforts on one goal. And so, I don't say that 
when I read a seminar reading it's like practicing, 
but there's been a transference there for me. 

Now, I think for all the students who finish 
here, there's a period where they have to choose 
something. The other side as a tutor is the constant 
struggle to avoid getting pulled in too many 
directions. So in a certain way, we do what you 
students do-actually you do it more because you 
have more classes-and all of us recognize that the 
danger would be being spread too thinly. If you're 

Tutor: Ms. Susan Paalman 

doing the same seminar reading year after year, and 
you're not feeling that you're really grasping it to a 
greater degree, that's probably frustrating. It's still 
going to be the case you're going to walk into a class, 
and a former colleague of mine, Brother Robert 
Smith, used to say that we should walk into a class and 
expect to learn something from any given student. It's 
true that you'll walk in and have already heard certain 
arguments. Right now in freshman lab, I have a bigger 
sense of what those readings are as compared to to 
before. I need to discipline myself and not talk too 
much, or I need to know when to talk. But I just love 
it when students go away and discover something 
that they want to do, and they throw themselves 
completely into it. And it may be the very thing 
they were thinking of doing before they came to St. 
John's; it may be something that St. John's opened up 
to them. Likewise with tutors: I have colleagues who 
excel in areas that they would have never touched 
if they hadn't had the opportunity to come here. 

Mr. Zhao: Thank you very much for your time 
and your thoughts. 

Interviewer: Seung Eun Lee(Al9) 

Ms. Susan Paalman attended Rice University where she majored in biology and biochemistry. She then contin
ued her graduate education at John Hopkins in Baltimore in biophysics. She became a tutor at St. John's College 
in 1997. Ms. Paalman also served as the Assistant Dean from 2009 to 2013. She is currently the director of the 
Freshman Chorus and is leading one of the computation preceptorials. 

Ms. Lee: Good afternoon, Ms. Paalman. 
First and foremost, thank you for agreeing to join 
icrw(a. for this interview. In our previous issue, 
we interviewed Mr. Dugan who is the current 
Assistant Dean. We asked about the transition 
from being a tutor to an Assistant Dean but could 
you tell us what it is like to go back to a tutor? 

Ms. Paalman: It's really nice in one way 
because you don't get to do a whole lot of intellectual 
work when you're an Assistant Dean. Or if you do, 
it's a different kind. It's more policy and how to 
make governance policy work, and how to help 
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students do what they want to do in the best way. 
There is a lot of thinking that goes on as Assistant 
Dean but it's a different kind of thinking. So, it's 
just really nice to come back to thinking about the 
books and the topics that are of intellectual interest, 
just in their own right. It's good to have a teaching 
relationship with students again. I really enjoyed 
being Assistant Dean but it's a different kind of thing. 

Ms. Lee: So, in your educational 
background, you had a lot of emphasis on 
biology. In the St. Johns program, it seems 
we address biology in freshman year in the 
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beginning and not much after that. Could we talk 
about how the Program approaches the biological 
field? 

Ms. Paalman: Well, we do come back to 
biology at the end of senior year. It's kind of a 
bookend in the students' career in laboratory. Some 
of that is an artifact of when we used to have four 
years of laboratory. Sophomore year was all biology 
from what I've been told. But then when we went to 
three years, we fit the biology in the beginning and 
the end of the laboratory program. I think it would be 
nicer to have more biology spread through. It would 
mean other kinds of changes to the lab program, so 
that would be a tricky thing to figure out. I've noticed 
that when I've taught senior lab, it takes the students 
a little while to adjust looking at living things because 
it's been so long since the beginning of freshman year. 
And they forget what they've done. So, that part's kind 
of too bad. But I think the way we study biology here 
is really good. I think the beginning of freshman year, 
it's a time of just observing and using your senses to 
try to understand what you're sensing. That, I think, 
is excellent because people, especially in most high 
school science programs, get stuck on the textbook 
answer and they think they know things. And that's 
kind of true all-around but it seems especially true 
in the sciences. So, students often come to St. John's 
thinking that they already know what it is they are 
investigating. I really love that part of the Program 
where we encourage students to forget all that. Don't 
think you know what DNA is or what it does-just 
look at the fish and understand how it moves. And 
that's the root of research, of really understanding 
the natural world. I've been really pleased with that 
and the end of senior year is wonderful. There are 
so many good things that students learn. It's just too 
compressed and there's not enough time. That's the 
main thing I would change if I had all the power. 

Ms. Lee: You mentioned that we used to have 
a four-year lab then changed it to three-year. And we 
dedicate that year to music. From that, I guess I have 
a two-part question for you. I understand that this is 
your first year as the freshmen chorus director. People 
usually put science and music at opposite ends of the 
spectrum; where science is all about observation and 
collecting data in order to understand how things 

work, it seems that music is in another, ethereal plane 
which we don't quite understand. So, my two-part 
question is: firstly, with your science-oriented 
background, what is it like being a part of what 
others consider to be the opposite of science; and 
secondly, what kind of influence does the music 
tutorial have over the St. Johns program as a whole? 

Ms. Paalman: In one way, they're not the 
opposite; sophomore music is the laboratory slot in 
the sophomore year. That is because, like the natural 
sciences, it is an encounter with something that you 
just need to do. It's an activity. I think the laboratory 
classes and the music classes share that in common. 
It's about encountering something and doing what 
you need to do physically. In that way, they're similar. 
The kind of activity [music vs. laboratory] is quite 
different. The singing and thinking about music is 
a different thought than observing fish or bumping 
marbles together or something like that. But they 
are both active processes and I think you can't think 
about them properly unless you're doing what it is 
you're supposed to be doing in either case. I think a 
science or natural philosophy class without practical 
application or work is not going to give you the 
experience you need to be able to understand what 
the scientist is saying or what the philosopher is 
saying. I think the same with music. You're not going 
to understand the Matthew Passion as well if you're 
not also having the experience of singing the chorales 
or just being part of the music. So, I think it helps 
give that full experience and then you can think 
about it better. In that sense, I think they're similar. 

I really love the music program at St. John's 
as well. I mean, I love everything [laughs]. I haven't 
found anything I don't love about the curriculum 
here. The music is just really wonderful. It takes 
people to a different place. I mean, I think everybody 
experienced music of some sort or another. Not in the 
usual way we do here, not the kind of music and not the 
way we try to think about it here. So that's been really 
exciting. Chorus is the place where a lot of students 
come to experience some of the ethics of what we do 
here. The behavior where we are all together, and we 
are all trying, where our voices are heard and we are 
trying to make something together that's better than 
the sum of its parts, that happens first most obviously 
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in chorus, when there's that note you're trying to hit 
and that note is going to blend with the other notes 
around you from the other voices. Trying to make 
that come together takes a lot of attentive listening 
and a lot of activity. It just seems emblematic to me, 
in a way, of what we're trying to do in the whole 
Program. So it's been really exciting to be a part of that. 

Ms. Lee: Now that I think about it, if I think 
about the observational or the participation aspect 
of chorus, I can see the parallels it has with freshman 
lab. It's just peculiar because I've been told that the 
approach to music is different in Santa Fe where they 
learn basic music theory freshmen year in order to 
immediately start with tonal harmony in sophomore 
year, rather than what we do which is going through 
Zuckerkandl's Sense of Music. But since we're talking 
about the sophomore year curriculum, I want to focus 
on them for a while. Sophomores have the music 
tutorial instead of the lab, but it seems to me that the 
sophomores have some science in their curriculum 
through astronomy, namely Ptolemy, Copernicus, 
and Kepler. However, there's a stronger emphasis in 
the mathematics of their science that we don't quite 
see in freshman year. How do you view the astronomy 
aspect of the curriculum within the Program? 

Ms. Paalman: It seems to me that Ptolemy is 
doing something completely different than Copernicus 
and Kepler. It seems to me that he comes right out of 
Euclid, in one way, at least, in that he's really interested 
in the math and what the math can do. He's sort of 
matching the math to the observation that he has. In 
that sense, it is absolutely about the phenomena but 
his understanding of what he's doing is not the same 
as Copernicus or Kepler. It's a nice sequence because 
you come to it from this understanding of the math 
as matching phenomena but not describing the thing 
itself to Copernicus, and definitely Kepler, who is 
trying to see what are these bodies and what are they 
doing, how do they move and how can one think 
about them. I think Kepler is getting to something 
like what the authors of junior lab are trying to get at, 
whereas I'm not so sure about Ptolemy or Copernicus. 
It's worked really well as a math sequence. It doesn't 
need a whole lot of work with the phenomena though 
we do some. I think we have to do some work to look 
at what is up in the sky. But it's relying on centuries 
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worth of data which is not something we can replicate. 
So it's nice that it's experiential in one way but that 
relies on a long-term project that various people over 
the centuries have been part of in different countries. 

Ms. Lee: That's interesting. I guess the reason 
why I brought astronomy up is because through 
astronomy, we contemplate the motion of the heavens 
which would inevitably lead us to contemplate 
about motions within the earth. This is what the 
beginning of the junior lab is all about. And earlier 
in the interview, you were saying that science is all 
about observation. With astronomy, we get some 
mathematics involved with those observations, and in 
physics, there seems to be a detachment from what 
we did in freshmen lab. So, my question is, how do 
the sciences that we've done in freshman year follow 
through into the sciences we do during junior year? 

Ms. Paalman: I think there is a distinction that 
is actually fairly extreme. I think there is continuity in 
some way and in other ways, there's not. There really 
is a break and it comes from Bacon and Descartes. 
Bacon wants to say that we can rule nature, and 
Descartes wants to say that we can view living things 
as machines. I think both of them were inspiring to 
other people around them. With Galileo, we start to 
see mathematics as the root of what we see around us. 
Though there is some of that in the end of freshmen 
year-some of what comes at the end of freshman year 
comes out of the thought that mathematics underlies 
all of nature. It's not emphasized in the readings that 
we do there, though. So, the beginning of junior year 
is the attempt to really wrestle with that thought. How 
far can we push it? Do we want to say that mathematics 
is the natural world somehow or is it simply a good 
tool to help us understand certain things? That 
emphasis is very different in what we did freshman 
year and rightly so. All of junior year is somehow 
the attempt to push reason as far as you can, and the 
mathematics is a large part of that in the laboratory. 

But I don't think that we lose our reliance on 
our senses which is what we work on freshmen year. 
We're trying to see and experience what's around us, 
and think about it. How do we think about it? That's 
definitely still with us. What happens is that we get 
more and more interested in things that we can't see 
directly, especially as we get into second semester of 
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junior lab and then all of senior lab basically (with 
some exceptions with the beginning of Darwin). 
We're really looking at phenomena which are 
caused by things we cannot see and we can't directly 
experience. Somehow, we are working backwards to 
the causes that are supposedly producing the effects 
that we are seeing. That whole movement, from the 
things that are in front of us that we can directly 
experience to the things that we think are results of 
things we can't experience is a really difficult thing to 
sort through and really important because so much 
of it comes out of all that rules our lives. Well, there 
are lots of reasons why it's important but that's one 
of them. All the electricity and the technology that 
we use everyday comes out of this probing of effects 
of things that we don't really understand. That's the 
practical side of it. I think the philosophical side of it 
is that we're trying to physically get at something that 
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is maybe affecting us greatly that we can't experience 
directly. That's a difficult thing to wrap your mind 
around. How do I go about doing that? How do I ever 
trust what I think I've learned if I'm not experiencing 
it directly? 

Ms Lee: That would lead me to ask about the 
junior and senior lab practica. The results we get from 
our experiments don't necessarily demonstrate the 
exact results thatthe author claims. Sometimes, we have 
to be very lenient and allow the author some leeway. 
Would such an approach be helpful if if we are probing 
with things that we're uncertain of how they work? 

Ms. Paalman: I think we have different 
practica for different sorts of reasons. I just wouldn't 
say that I think the only purpose of practica is to 
reproduce what someone else saw. I think every time 
you do something with physical things it's a new 
experience. And different things are going to happen 

to some degree. Now, if somebody is seeing an 
underlying cause that is universal, then that ought to 
be present somehow in what you're seeing. But Bacon 
was right; science is hard. It's really, really hard. And 
that's one kind of practical and liberating experience 
that we give our students, for better or worse. It's the 
experience that studying nature is difficult. When 
you read about a scientist doing something, you 
ought to appreciate that it took an awful lot of work 
to get to the point where you can see something that 
you can trust, or you think you can trust. That work 
then needs to be replicated by other people, if you 
want to say that there's something universal going 
on. But it may be that it's really not universal and 
something pops up that looks really interesting but it 
doesn't turn to be as important as you first thought. 
I've always thought it was a good thing that in our 
laboratories, students are not doing very simple 
things that have the same answer everytime, where 
you get out the recipe, and you put the stuff together 
and you get a result. It's really important for students 
to have to struggle to some extent. Now, it can be 
frustrating. There's a point at which it's so difficult to 
do something that it's not worth it. It's just frustrating 
for everybody involved. I hope we don't go there 
too often. Maybe every so often we want to do that, 
I don't know. But the hope is that we do things that 
are illuminating, both as to what the physical, or 
biological, or chemical principle is that you're trying 
to understand, and to what the process is for getting 
at the principle. It seems to me if you complain that 
it's hard to get a good result, then you're missing 
the point. That is part of the point: it's hard to get a 
good result. That's why it's such a big project; it's so 
difficult to learn something about the physical world. 

Ms. Lee: That's insightful with respect to the 
lab practica. Changing topics a bit, I believe that you're 
one of the tutors who designed the computation 
preceptorial? 

Ms. Paalman: Yes. 
Ms. Lee: Could we talk about that a bit? What 

inspired you to form this preceptorial? The general 
opinion of the students is that this precept seems to 
be a huge jump towards what we consider "modern:' 

Ms. Paalman: In some ways, thinking about 
computation is inspired by modern things. That is, 
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I think we probably wouldn't have been that excited 
about doing this if the world of computers wasn't so 
dominant. However, discreteness versus continuity, 
that question goes back to Euclid and before. We 
study [the question] explicitly in the number books 
and we talk about it when we talk about the Greek 
language which treats heaps differently from other 
things. Leibniz wrote on the binary number system 
and there're all sorts of authors that were thinking 
about making computing machines long, long 
ago, well before the Program was instantiated. It's 
not as if these questions have never been around, 
it's just that recently a lot of people have thought 
that St. John's might be a place that would be good 
at asking some of the questions _that are difficult to 
ask about what's going on in our world. What are 
computers really good for? What are they maybe 
not good for? What sorts of things do they do to us 
who use them so much? That was the inspiration for 
a Mellon-funded faculty group that's been going on 
for a while (though it's ended now). That group was 
ongoing for a couple years and they were reading all 
sorts of things around technology and computation. 
They thought there were some things we could do 
here with our students that would be helpful as far 
as just getting our minds around what's going on in 
our world. To some degree, the question is maybe 
a current one but the thinking about it all is not 
necessarily current. I mean, it's been interesting 
to philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians 
for a very long time. It's just that we haven't had it 
on the Program because we can't do everything. 

Ms. Lee: I wish we could. Could you tell me 
a few more details about this preceptorial? What are 
the readings? What is it like? I've seen students who 
are a part of the preceptorial building mini cardboard 
computers and in that sense, it seems more tutorial
like. 

Ms. Paalman: We're doing one here and Santa 
Fe is also doing a computation preceptorial where 
theirs is very different from ours. That's another 
thing to think about: there are all sorts of ways you 
can go about doing this. And theirs sounds very 
interesting to me as well. But for ours, it's a little 
bit like a practicum because we are building little 
cardboard computers. It's a little bit like a tutorial 
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because we started off especially with a lot of work 
that was detailed and technical. The ending of it 
will be a little more philosophically minded. We've 
started with learning what an AND gate is, what an 
OR gate is, what binary is, how you might put these 
together to do something, and what you could do 
with that. We've done a little boolean algebra and 
we've been looking at early computation machines 
that people have made in trying to think about what 
they can do, what their power is, and what they can't 
do, in order to get at the larger questions. What sorts 
of things are these computers and do they seem to 
do the same thing we do when we think? Does it 
seem like they do part of that but not all of it, or 
does it seem that they do something completely 
different than what we're doing? It helps us also to 
ask questions about language: how do you write a 
program that is clear for a machine? Towards the end 
of the semester, we're going to get to larger questions 
like whether computers can help us understand 
living things and how they behave, or systems of 
living things, and in the end, whether the universe 
can be thought of as a giant algorithm. I think we felt 
like we needed to do some pretty detailed technical 
work just to understand enough, to then be able to 
think about the larger questions that some of the 
authors bring out. So, it's kind of a mix: it's a little 
bit seminar, a little bit a little bit tutorial, and lab. 

Ms. Lee: That's really cool. Is there any chance 
they'll be more preceptorials like this in the future? 

Ms. Paalman: I don't know, I have no idea 
what's going to happen with it all. 

Ms. Lee: So, before we finish, I have a 
final question for you. In the beginning of the 
interview, I asked you about what you think of 
the biology part of the lab tutorial as a bio-major 
yourself. Expanding from that question, what 
do you think about the St. John's lab program in 
general as a scientist and a former researcher? 

Ms. Paalman: It has always seemed to 
me students at St. John's get a kind of graduate 
level understanding. So, when I went through my 
undergraduate education, I learned an awful lot 
about biology, biochemistry, and other things. Then 
I went to graduate school and learned that some 
of what I had learned was just wrong. Then I was 
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CCithink the Program does a really good job ... ofhelping our students push 
things, question things, and figure out not to question blindly but with a 

purpose and an aim of trying to understand:' 

presented with projects to undertake. So I had this 
interesting thing in front of me, and I had to figure 
out what to do with it. I had no idea, no earthly idea 
with this thing was in front of me. I didn't know what 
questions to ask, I didn't know what underpinnings 
I needed to learn about. I just had no idea. That, for 
me, was the graduate experience. It was learning how 
to confront something new and really think about it. 
I think that is what our students do everyday, in every 
class. My experience is that St. John's students who 
are interested in research do very well because they 
already have that kind of thinking under their belt. 
What they need to do is catch up on all the textbook
learning that everybody else has been doing during 
their college career but that's not so hard, if you really 
know how to think about what's in front of you. I was 
very pleased, when I came here, that that's the kind 
of thing that our students are learning how to do: to 
push the story, ask the question, figure things out. 
What else could be accounting for this? You want to 
talk about light as a wave. Well, why would you think 
oflight as a wave as opposed to something else? What 
does that help you understand and what's the next 
step? I think the Program does a really good job (in 

Tutor: Mr. Adam Schulman 

all aspects, I would say, but it's clearest to me in the 
science area, as that's my field) of helping our students 
push things, question things, and figure out not to 
question blindly but with a purpose and an aim of 
trying to understand. In the past, when students I've 
known had gone into labs, I've gotten comments like, 
"Well, I thought this person knew nothing but I gave 
him this giant stack of paper, and this person actually 
read those papers which has never happened to me 
before!" I was that student, as a typical science major; 
I didn't know what to do with the pile of paper. I 
thought, "I can't read all these papers. It's just too 
hard." But our students are used to it, right? We read 
Newton and all these other very difficult authors. 
By and large, our students learn to figure out what 
they don't know or bracket it if they can't. But also to 
sort it and categorize it, or put it into place somehow, 
and give it the context that you need. Then you can 
absorb it, ask questions, and keep going. Nothing's 
ever perfect and there are things we could do better, 
I'm sure, but I think our laboratory program is really 
exciting. 

Ms. Lee: On that note, we'll end the interview 
here. Thank you. 

Interviewer: Aisha Shahbaz(Al9) 

Mr. Adam Schulman attended the University of Chicago as a chemistry major. In collegee, he be
came interested in philosophy and ended up learning Greek and studying political philosophy. He did 
not lose his interest in the sciences but turned to a different direction. As a Rhodes scholar, he got a sec
ond bachelor's degree at Oxford University in physics and philosophy. Then he got his master's de
gree and Ph.D in the history of science at Harvard in 1989 and has been a tutor at St. John's ever since. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Good afternoon, Mr. Schulman. 
Thanks for joining iawpfa for this interview. You 
said that you were interested in science and then you 
got interested in philosophy. Could you expand on why 
philosophy was also interesting to you? 

Mr. Schulman: I was the son of two University 

of Chicago graduates. So, I knew a lot about liberal 
education from them. Chicago had a year-long core 
curriculum not unlike the Great Books curriculum 
at St. John's. So I went there knowing that I would 
probably enjoy that. But I also encountered teachers 
my freshman year who were recent emigres from 
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Annapolis, Amy and Leon Kass, who had done 
some teaching in Annapolis before moving to 
Chicago. She (Amy) was randomly assigned to me 
as my freshman humanities instructor and she was a 
fantastic teacher and I got very interested and excited 
by these texts and she introduced me to her husband 
and he introduced me to a lot of other colleagues 
and I just got seduced into the humanities [laughs]. 

· Ms. Shahbaz [laughs] : I think that's really 
interesting and especially given here in the Program 
we do philosophy and we do science, but we also 
do all kinds of subjects, and sometimes it's hard to 
see where the distinction lies between them. I was 
wondering, especially with philosophy and science, 
what do you think the distinction is, if there is any? 

Mr. Schulman: I think at its origin science 
did not intend to do anything other than what 
philosophy sought to do, that is, to gain knowledge 
of nature. But, especially in the modern world, the 
two have diverged to a considerable extent, with 
science following a certain rigorous method and 
tremendously narrowing the scope of what could 
count as knowledge. So, the fantastic success of the 
modern scientific project has given it a lot of prestige 
and it's in many ways parted companywith philosophy. 
My interest is in bringing them back together. 

Ms. Shahbaz: I think philosophy in some 
ways also limits what constitutes as knowledge, but I 
am curious as to what sort of way science does that. 

Mr. Schulman: I think science prefers 
quantitative evidence to qualitative. It prefers what 
it calls objective knowledge that can be verified by 
any observer to subjective knowledge that can be 
gained by introspection. It has a prejudice in favor 
of the material and a deep suspicion of anything that 
can't be explained in material terms. It claims that 
one can't know anything objectively true about the 
good or the purpose of life. It doesn't have much 
patience for the soul. Psychology, in modern science, 
is really a branch of natural science, hoping to 
eventually explain things in terms of brain function. 
So I think in all these ways it's very hard for modern 
science to take seriously some of the questions 
that, say, ancient philosophy considered important. 

Mr. Shahbaz: And I completely understand 
that given the development of science over time new 
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methods have been discovered. There's been this advent 
of technology, and so that makes sense. And so I was 
wondering since you said you wanted to sort of bring 
them back together again, philosophy and science, 
and how do you see yourself doing that especially 
given how modern science has come about? 

Mr. Schulman: I think that the most exciting 
area of that rapprochement between philosophy and 
science for me is in modern physics. At the end of 
the nineteenth century, it pretty much seemed as 
though physics was nearing an end; that Maxwell's 
electrodynamics was sufficient to explain electrical, 
magnetic, and optical phenomena, and Newtonian 
physics and its successors in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries were thought to be sufficient 
to explain everything else. Science just had to put 
finishing touches on those two disciplines. And it 
seems to me that relativity and quantum mechanics 
in the early twentieth century opened up all kinds of 
deep paradoxes and puzzles that the ancients were 
familiar with but the moderns had thought they had 
gotten beyond. So it seems to me it's almost impossible 
to do relativity and quantum mechanics without 
being led into serious metaphysical questions, and 
puzzles about the nature of knowledge and the role of 
the observer, and, in some sense, neuroscience is also 
perhaps involved. So that, I think, has been the focus 
of my interest. But there are other areas. There are 
parts of biology that I think are extremely exciting, 
and in particular, the effort to explain consciousness 
scientifically really can't be done without deepening 
the questions to an almost philosophical level. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Okay. That's very interesting, 
since you mentioned there are these paradoxes 
that came up that were already explored by 
ancient philosophers, and I was wondering 
if you could say a little bit more about that. 

Mr. Schulman: Well, I'm thinking, in particular 
that in quantum mechanics we're discovering that 
the relation between and wholes and parts is a 
serious part of any successful quantum theory in a 
way that modern nineteeth-century materialism 
had thought it had done away with by inventing the 
idea of a system composed of minute parts, perhaps 
atoms, but perhaps divisible all the way down. In 
any event it didn't have much need for the concept 
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of whole and part. And I think quantum mechanics 
has reopened that issue enormously, with questions 
of the entanglement of particles in a larger system, 
and the loss of actual physical states of the parts while 
the whole has a physical state and that sort of thing. 

Ms. Shahbaz: And I imagine that students 
here at St. John's will get to learn some of this, at 
least in senior lab. I've heard people complain a 
little bit about senior lab, and how it might be a little 
fragmented. There are issues of continuity and the 
ideas don't always follow each other very well. I was 
wondering if you could say a little bit more about 
the lab program as a whole, and a little bit about 
issues of continuity, if there are, in senior lab. 

Mr. Schulman: I do. I think it can be 
problematic. I honestly think the absolute ideal way 
to do it is to learn it rigorously the conventional way, 
and then come to St. John's and relearn it, and to some 
extent unlearn your certainties about it, by doing it 
our way. I have doubts about how much competence 
at these fields one can gain by doing it through the 
Great Books and the original experiments. In some 
ways it's ideal for a tutor like me who had a rigorous 
high school education in calculus, biology, chemistry 
and physics, then had a bachelor's in chemistry and 
another bachelor's in physics, and a whole graduate 
career studying the history of physics. It's vastly 
easier for me to profit from the St. John's way of 
studying these things because, you know, I learned 
calculus the way one learns another language, and 
I'm fluent in it. But if you tried to learn calculus by 
reading these original sources it can be very, very 
daunting. So I acknowledge that there are difficulties 
with it, and all I can say is maybe at its best this 
way of teaching the sciences gives you a taste, and 
if you're hooked on it then you'll go back and study 
these things rigorously and continue to dip into the 
Great Books for a deeper level of understanding. But 
I can understand why a student might be frustrated 
and think that when he or she graduates from St. 
John's, you're not exactly competent in anything. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Except maybe philosophy. 
Mr. Schulman: Well, even there I have my 

doubts, but it's much more glaringly true in math and 
physics, I would say. 

Ms. Shahbaz: I appreciate that response 

actually. I was wondering about the question of 
continuity in the freshman and junior laboratory 
programs. What do you think of how those 
lab programs are structured, especially with 
experimentation in freshman lab and junior 
lab, and if they're structured well enough for 
us to be able to embark on scientific inquiry? 

Mr. Schulman: It's been some years since I've 
taught the freshman lab, but it has changed since 
then. I think I'm pretty happy with the experimental 
sequence in junior lab and I think my own complaint -
though it's not really a complaint, it's more of a 
lament - is that there are certain parts of the history of 
science that we just have to skip over because we don't 
have time to do everything. In part that's a downside 
of having a music curriculum in sophomore year, 
instead of four years of lab, as the college originally 
had. But I am not saying we should stop studying 
music, which is wonderful; but, for example, we study 
Newtonian physics, but we don't really do justice to 
the giants of post-Newtonian mathematical physics, 
including Leonhard Euler and William R. Hamilton 
for example. We study Leibniz and are introduced 
to the concept of action, but we never get into the 
physics of least action which is not only interesting 
in itself but plays an astonishingly important role in 
modern quantum physics from Erwin Schrodinger 
on. And we just don't have time to study those 
works in eighteenth and nineteenth century classical 
mechanics that would be needed to truly introduce 
twentieth century physics, so I think it's regrettable 
but there's probably not much we can do about that. 

Ms. Shahbaz: That's interesting though. So, I 
take it that what you just said about action and least 
action applies to post-Newtonian physics, and that 
helps understanding Schrodinger to some extent. I 
was just wondering, it seems that that's connecting to 
quantum mechanics and quantum physics, but could 
you explain a little bit more on what action and least 
action are? 

Mr. Schulman: Well, it's a long story, but, 
just to tell you a few highlights of it, physics of least 
action essentially begins with the discovery that 
Newton's laws of motion, which appear to discuss 
forces, accelerations, and trajectories moment by 
moment along a continuous path are, as it turns out, 
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mathematically equivalent to the suggestion that a 
body under the influence of conservative forces will 
follow the path that globally minimizes the action 
from start to finish, or at least holds it stationary. 
It doesn't have to be a minimum. So that's very 
interesting in and of itself, and it also involves all 
kinds of deep questions about teleology. It plays a 
role in optics, the laws of reflection and refraction. 
But it's just extremely interesting when you get to the 
twentieth century and the discovery by Planck of a 
certain constant. Planck's constant has units of energy 
times time, which is the same as Leibnizian action. 
And in a series of discoveries around the turn of the 
twentieth century by Planck and Einstein and Bohr, 
it was realized that this constant keeps reappearing 
over and over again in black body radiation theory, 
in the photoelectric effect, in the efforts to explain 
the allowable orbits in the hydrogen atom. And this 
is a unit of action, Planck's constant. And I think 
it only fully comes into its own in the presentation 
of quantum mechanics by Richard Feynman, who 
realized that one could characterize the motion of 
particles in quantum mechanics by saying that they 
follow every possible path they can. Except that you 
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divide the action along each path by Planck's constant 
and you get a dimensionless number, which in effect 
tells you the phase along that path. And that leads 
to constructive and destructive interference among 
the paths, which vastly limits the actual probable 
motion of the particle. But in any event action is the 
key physical concept, I think, not only in Feynman's 
version of quantum mechanics, but also in quantum 
field theory and in many other branches of modern 
physics. So that's why, I feel, it's regrettable that we 
get so close to it by introducing it in Leibniz, but we 
have to skip over later developments. And so, when 
we start quantum mechanics, people are surprised 
to find Planck's constant showing up everywhere. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Yeah, and the Program is 
structured to give you a really nice taste of what 
each thinker was thinking. You can say something 
such as: I want to study Descartes more, I want to 
go more into physics or quantum mechanics, and 
there are so many things I don't understand. But 
also, it sounds like you're so interested in physics, 
quantum physics and quantum mechanics, I wanted 
to ask sort of a two-part question. One, is there 
a particular field in physics or some field that 
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attracts you? I'm already guessing it's something 
like quantum mechanics or in that direction. 
And, secondly, why is this so interesting to you? 

Mr. Schulman: I would say that to me some 
of the deepest, most interesting questions arise at the 
intersection of quantum mechanics and relativity. 
And it's a shame that we have to make a choice, but 
we chose to teach quantum mechanics in the fall of 
senior lab and relativity in the spring of senior math. 
The result is that we go into quantum mechanics 
without students knowing any relativity, and 
they're robbed of some of the most extraordinarily 
interesting aspects of the founding of quantum 
mechanics. This comes to a head particularly when 
you study the matter-wave hypothesis of Prince 
Louis de Broglie, and you get the impression that 
the relativistic aspects of his arguments are pretty 
much superficial and secondary in importance. 
Whereas if you actually read his original texts, you 
discover that his argument is absolutely rooted in 
the relativity theory. And relativity plays a simply 
indispensable role in his thought. Unfortunately, we 
can't do justice to that, because of the order in which 
we read these things. But it also just gets into very, 
very difficult territory. The real union of relativity 

time, and the fact that we live in an essentially four
dimensional world and every physical theory has to 
be rewritten so as to take that into account. Quantum 
mechanics is the study of the basic nature of reality 
-how things move from one place to another and 
how much they are subject to mathematical laws. 

Ms. Shahbaz: I think all of that is incredibly 
fascinating, and it all takes place within the realm 
of science. But, I guess when I think of the word 
"science;' I'm not entirely certain what comes to 
mind. I know we addressed this earlier, but we 
read Thomas Hobbes in junior year and he has this 
really interesting section on what "reason'' is, and he 
talks about how reason is this logical progression in 
thinking. It's basically just syllogistic thinking and he 
calls the end of that "science:' So I guess science stems 
from reasoning your way into, I don't know, just having 
good logical thinking. I was wondering if you could 
comment on that and what you think of his formulation. 

Mr. Schulman: That's a very interesting set of 
questions. I do think Hobbes is a tricky writer. He 
certainly had a deep interest in the math and science of 
the middle of the seventeenth century, and attempted 
to make contributions to it, and was in correspondence 
with many of the great mathematicians and founders 

(( A s Richard Feynman once said, I'm not quoting exactly, 'If you're 
.r\.not absolutely baffled by quantum mechanics, you really haven't 

understood if" 
and quantum mechanics is in quantum field theory; 
that's a subject that I've barely scratched the surface 
of, and it would be foolhardy to attempt to do it at 
St. John's College. But I do think that those are some 
of the most fascinating things. I think relativity and 
quantum mechanics are extraordinarily interesting. 
They raise deep philosophical questions at every turn. 
And as Richard Feynman once said, I'm not quoting 
exactly, "If you're not absolutely baffled by quantum 
mechanics, you really haven't understood it:' 

Ms. Shahbaz: Could you just briefly give a 
definition for quantum mechanics and relativity, 
so we can see how those two things might be 
connected? 

Mr. Schulman: Well relativity is really, to me, 
the discovery of the interconnection of space and 

of the modern scientific project. You know, I believe 
he was the private secretary of Francis Bacon at a 
certain point in his life. On the other hand, I don't 
think one can read the Leviathan simply at face 
value if the surface of it inclines one to think that he 
wants to make the study of human things modelled 
on the study of material, natural science. I think 
that's to some extent a masquerade, and you know 
that Hobbes got his start as a translator of Homer 
and Thucydides. And I think Hobbes's political 
thought could have been learned by the study of 
history and by the study of Thucydides, and by 
introspection much more deeply than by applying 
scientific ideas to the study of man. So while he does 
pay homage to the modern scientific method and 
starts out by appearing to straightforwardly give 
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a materialistic account of the nature of man, I 
think much of the content of the Leviathan is 
deeper than that, and based more on experience 
and introspection than on the scientific method. 

Ms. Shahbaz: That's good to clear that up 
actually [laughs]. 

Mr. Schulman: Well, I'm just raising these 
questions about Hobbes. To really understand what 
Hobbes is doing, you would have to understand first 
what Machiavelli is doing, and what Bacon is doing 
and what Descartes is doing, and Hobbes is up there 
with the great founders of the modern project, who 
in many ways want to any themselves with science 
and appear to be in lockstep with it, and maybe aren't. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Yeah, because I think Hobbes 
would call what he was doing a kind of science, a 
political science of sorts. You mentioned Bacon, and 
that's very interesting, because sophomores read his 
Novum Organum Scientiarum, which is translated 
as the "New Instrument of Science;' and that is a 
philosophical work, but it's in reference to Aristotle's 
work The Organon which is Aristotle's treatise on 
logic. But in his work, Bacon discusses the possibility 
of humans reaching a new frontier in their relation 
to the world and he argues that human beings 
ought to conquer nature. So that, and the fact 
that Bacon strongly responds to Aristotle's work, 
and strongly goes against what some of Aristotle 
was doing, had me thinking about the difference 
in approach of the ancient philosophers' thinking 
and study of science versus what the moderns 
were trying to do. I was wondering if you could 
maybe say a little bit more on what that difference 
is, and if you prefer one method over the other. 

Mr. Schulman: Yes, well, I think in Bacon it 
sometimes seems as if he's replacing the ancients' 
ideal of contemplation and wisdom about the whole 
with the conquest of nature. Power rather than 
knowledge. But I think the truth with Bacon, as with 
Hobbes, is quite subtle and it's not at all clear that he 
is giving up on contemplative knowledge of nature. 
That, in many ways, he wants to bring knowledge 
and power together without giving up on either. And 
so, it's certainly true that in the Novum Organum he 
is combating the influence of Aristotle. And I think 
this is in the service of the modern project to take 
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over and reshape the entire modern western world, 
which Bacon sees as requiring an assault on the 
Aristotle-dominated universities of Europe. So he is 
certainly trying to supplant Aristotle with the new 
methodical kind of approach to science, but, like I 
say, I also think he's quite theoretical in his interests, 
and in that respect is not as radical a departure from 
Aristotle and Plato as one might think. Much of the 
appearance of radicalism is, I think, a rhetorical 
strategy to change the relationship between 
philosophy and the community. In the ancient world 
that relationship is inherently uneasy and potentially 
hostile as one can see in the trial and condemnation 
of Socrates to death. The philosopher has an uneasy 
relationship with the city and can easily be accused 
of impiety and corrupting the young. I think with 
Bacon and other moderns the desire is to change 
that relationship and make the philosopher, in the 
guise of the scientist, appear to be nothing but a 
benefactor to society. The kind of person who can 
only do good for the community. And so, philosophy 
dressed up as science becomes a very prestigious 
position in the state, and I think that explains a 
great deal of the rhetoric of the enlightenment. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Yeah, that's all very interesting, 
but I guess whenever you read some of the readings 
in junior year and even sophomore year, there are all 
these critiques of Aristotle. Even Hobbes criticizes 
Aristotle's Ethics and Metaphysics, and I guess 
that's surprising. I think that the criticisms are not 
treated very well in Hobbes' work because we read 
Ethics and Metaphysics, and it doesn't quite make 
sense as to why certain more modern philosophers 
like Hobbes, and Bacon and Descartes would 
have so many problems with Aristotle. What was 
Aristotle not doing properly such that Hobbes 
and Bacon think that they are, and I think part of 
it is the method, but could you say more on that? 

Mr. Schulman: Yes, I think that's a very big and 
complicated question. One aspect of it is that I think 
people like Bacon and Descartes can be thought of 
as combating Aristotelianism, rather than Aristotle 
per say; that is to say, Aristotle wrote in such a way 
that his books could be taken up by schools and 
turned into dogma, and I think this was a conscious 
strategy on Aristotle's part. It's not the way he 
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thought, but one could easily mistake his books for 
treatises which could become the authoritative texts 
of schools like the medieval universities. And that 
could be a vehicle for transmitting ancient thought 
to countless generations of students, many of whom 
would misunderstand that thought and learn it as if it 
were an authoritative dogma rather than an invitation 
to free inquiry on one's own. So, I certainly think, by 
the time Galileo comes along, that there is a hostility 
of the universities in Europe to genuine study of 
nature that the moderns felt they needed to combat. I 
think the strength with which they attack Aristotle is, 
again, partly rhetorical, because their opponents are 
not so much Aristotle himself but the professors who 
teach the dogmatic truth of Physics or other works of 
Aristotle. That's not the whole story. Obviously there 
are differences. As you say, they're really interested 
in perfecting a method that could welcome many 

considers the truth. They answer questions, they 
come up with definitions, they settle disputes, 
whereas when reading a Platonic dialogue, you're 
left with more questions than answers. But I think 
if you read Aristotle carefully as we ideally do here, 
he leaves all kinds of clues to indicate that none 
of these big questions are settled. And I think the 
most careful readers have always seen that. He 
writes in an extraordinarily complex rhetorical way 
to appeal to different kinds of readers. So, if you're 
not looking for a guide to genuine philosophical 
inquiry you won't find it in Aristotle. You can easily 
find an authority, but if you look carefully enough 
and keep an open mind, you realize he is really 
encouraging philosophy just the way Plato was. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Now that you have 
been talking about Aristotle so much, I was 
wondering if there are books on the Program 

participants into the scientific 
project. They're interested in 
the mastery of nature. They're 
interested in discovering laws 
of nature. They're interested 
in vastly increasing the role of 
mathematics in the science of 

that you really liked 
or that stood out 
to you, and if you 
have a favorite. 

Mr. Schulman: 

( ( If you read Aristotle carefully as 
we ideally do here, he leaves all 

kinds of clues to indicate that none 
of these big questions are settled:' In the freshman year, I 

think my favorite text is 
Thucydides. I think that is probably the deepest, most 
profound work we read about human things and I 
find it endlessly interesting to teach and discuss. 

nature, and they're willing to give up-as I said 
in the beginning of our discussion-certain 
questions as unanswerable in order to focus on 
the questions that could definitely be answered. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Okay. I was wondering, since 
you said that part of the way that Aristotle was 
treated in the medieval universities is more dogmatic 
as opposed to an invitation to inquiry, how do you 
prevent that from happening? Especially since here 
at St. John's, we read so many texts and some people 
I think, might sort of, well, appeal to authority. 
Sometimes that's okay, but then there's taking 
something as an absolute truth. I was wondering, 
how do we prevent our studies here and just 
outside of St. John's from becoming dogmatic? 

Mr. Schulman: I think it's always a struggle, 
but I think if you read carefully the works of 
Aristotle, and any of those that we read, you find 
that they are much more dialectical than they at first 
appear. They seem on their surface to be much more 
straightforwardly telling the reader what Aristotle 

Ms. Shahbaz: Can you say why? 
Mr. Schulman: I think he has found in 

Athens and Sparta during the Peloponnesian 
War essentially all the materials one needs to 
investigate the deepest questions about the good, 
the just, the noble, the purpose of the city, the role 
of the philosopher in the city. I think it's just an 
endlessly rich text for the study of those questions. 

Ms. Shahbaz: It's one text, I think that's the 
advantage it has. But then, you have all of Plato, before 
and after, and I was wondering, what does Thucydides 
do that Plato doesn't? Obviously Plato first brings 
up these questions, and I was wondering, where 
is the divergence between those two thinkers? 

Mr. Schulman: I'm not sure there is a deep 
divergence that I know of, as to their views, of 
Plato and Socrates compared to Thucydides, but I 
do think the concreteness with which Thucydides 
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presents these classic political situations, the detail 
with which he draws the picture of men like Pericles 
and Alcibiades and Nicias and Diodotus, and the 
extraordinary depth of the speeches he composes, 
provide materials for an education that is not exactly 
philosophical but maybe proto-philosophical. 
And so, in some ways I would say, the study of 
Thucydides prepares you in the best possible way 
to read books like Plato's Republic or the Apology. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Yeah, because I think of 
Thucydides more like a case study, you know, 
"Here's what human beings actually do in these 
situations, so you can-speculate as much as you 
want, but here's reality for you?' Thucydides comes 
to mind when I think of the statement "rro\t:µo<; 
(war) being the father of all" by Heraclitus, and I 
was wondering, do you have any thoughts on that? 

Mr. Schulman: I guess the thought might be 
that the truth about man comes out especially clearly 
in wartime, and for better or worse war reveals the 
full range of human possibilities, and that's why 
Thucydides chose a time of war to study rather than 
a time of peace. Maybe the phenomena, the human 
phenomena, exhibit themselves in all their glory and 
ugliness in war. I'mnotsurewhatelsel could say on that. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Though that's completely fine, 
when we were doing our freshman seminar on 
Thucydides, the questions of human nature really 
did come up a lot, and some of us were arguing that 
war is a very specific circumstance and it brings 
out very specific things in people that are not 
necessarily true when it's not war. So, what makes 
war the thing that really brings out human beings 
in their fullness, both the beautiful and the base? 
I am thinking of a character in a Platonic dialogue, 
like Meno, and wondering that Meno might not 
be fully saying what he truly thinks, or something 
like that, but I'm also wondering if in war there is 
a genuine "humanness" that comes out there in 
extreme situations, and that doesn't come out in 
normal situation, such as a conversation. When you 

think of war, you think of all the violence, and all 
the horrible things that happen, and it's kind of like 
humans are pushed to the limits in those situations. 

Mr. Schulman: yes, maybe that's the point. 
When human beings are pushed to their limits 
one finds out what they're really made of, and 
one finds out the truth about their virtues that in 
peacetime it's easy to profess allegiance to, but it's 
not clear whether they'd prove to be real when put 
to the test. So, how cities and individuals behave 
in extreme circumstances when they're under 
the thumb of necessity tells the truth about them 
perhaps much better than how they behave in 
easy times when their virtues are not being tested. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Yeah, I guess I'm still interested 
in that. So, you cultivate your virtues. Say, for example, 
if you and I want to embark on this project where we're 
going to say something like, "We want to become as 
virtuous as possible, in the sense of being very good 
people, so that in war-times we will not abandon our 
principles:' I mean, it's very difficult to make that 
promise to yourself, as philosophers or people who 
are on a philosophical inquiry, and who want to be 
morally good. You look at war today, and you do see 
all the horrible things that happen and there is no 
denying that, but you want to ask yourself, "Well 
how do I not become the thing that I really abhor?" 

Mr. Schulman: Yes, I think in ordinary times 
we tend to delude ourselves about the strength of 
our character and the range of options we have free 
choice over. And I think one of the things that's 
revealed in wartime is how weak our virtue is, and 
how little choice we really have. And that's not 
to say that we have no choice but I think war and 
the study of war makes it clearer that the range of 
freedom for human beings is much more narrow 
than we tend to believe it is, and that can teach us 
to be very realistic in making the choices we can 
make. I also think war enables certain extraordinary 
individuals to come out and show their nature, and 
that can be both good and bad. While peacetime ((I think war and the study of war makes it clearer that the ran~e of !r~edom 

for human beings is much more narrow than we tend to believe It IS, and 
that can teach us to be very realistic in making the choices we can make:' 
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could bring out a Pericles, only war can bring out an 
Alcibiades or a Themistocles. And that's not to say that 
those characters are necessarily better than Pericles, 
and that they weren't dangerous and questionable in 
many ways, but they are extraordinarily interesting. 
Alcibiades is a character that Socrates found 
extraordinarily attractive and interesting, much more 
so than Pericles. 

Ms. Shahbaz: Thank you for so much for 
sharing your insights on Thucydides. Just before 
we end, I was wondering if there was anything 
else you wanted to say about the lab programs' 
improvements or just generally any other thoughts? 

Mr. Schulman: I would say that I'm very 
excited about the new photon experiments that we've 
just acquired. I think they probably need some years 
of trying out in order to get them perfect and get the 
readings perfect. But it opens up an extraordinary 
new chapter in how we can study modern physics with 
the aid of these entangled photons in the polarization 
states. So, I would say in principle that's one of the 
best things to happen to the St. John's curriculum in 
years. But it'll take some time to iron the kinks out. 

Ms. Shahbaz: All right. Again, thank you so 
much Mr. Schulman. 

Mr. Schulman: My pleasure. 
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The Solution to Some Difficulties in the Calculus of Identity and Time 

2017 Mathematics Prize, Algebraic Problem 
SOME DIFFICULTIES IN THE CALCULUS OF 

IDENTITY AND TIME 
The question: What happens to identity 

over time? Can one individual become two? A 
line can be bisected, but what happens to the 
identity of the original when an amoeba splits, a 
paramecium is cut in two, or, as in Aristophanes's 
story in the Symposium, Zeus cuts four-legged, four
armed, two-faced humans in two to humble them? 

In Primary Truths, Leibniz says, "The primary 
truths are those which assert the same thing of itself 
or deny the opposite of its opposite. For example, '.A 
is !\. . .. :: which he calls the "axiom of identity" (P.30 
in Philosophical Essays, trans. Ariew and Garber 
(Hackett, 1989.)). Let this axiom be symbolized as 
Tl. Ixx; in informal language, x is identical to x. 
The letter x here stands for some individual thing. 

He goes on to argue that ( 1) all truths can be 
resolved into identities, or else they could not be proved 
a priori; that (2) therefore "nothing is without reason': or 
else "there would be a truth which could not be proved 
a priori"; that (3) "there cannot be two individual things 
that differ in number only:' for it "must be possible to 
explain why they are different, and that explanation 
must derive from some difference they contain''; 
and ( 4) that "the complete ... notion of an individual 
substance contains all of its predicates, past, present, 
and future:' for (5) "certainly it is now true that a future 
predicate will be . .. " (Pp.30-32.). His notion of identity 
thus is far reaching, but even its elements present 
some difficulties when notions of time are introduced. 

Below, some elements of a calculus of identity 
are set out, some as problems. Then some notions 
about time are introduced, new problems set out, 
and questions raised for discussion. Elegance of 
presentation and discussion will be considered in 
judging your responses to these problems and questions. 

A. Some Theorems of the Calculus of Identity 
Below, let Cpq stand for "if p, then q': where p 

and q are variables that stand for propositions that can 
be either true or false (Ixy is one such statement; Cpp 
is another). Leibniz's statement (3) is often taken to be 

Mifield Xu(A18) 

equivalent to 
T2. CixyCfxfy; that is, if xis identical toy, then 

if some predicate f is said of x, f can also be said 
ofy. 

T2 is often called "Leibniz's Law:' Since, in T2, both Ixy 
and f x are being supposed, it does not matter which is 
supposed first, and so T2 can be rewritten as follows: 

T2a. Cf xCixyfy 
More theorems can be proved simply by 

substituting for f (to substitute for x or y will risk 
assuming what's to be proved). For example, to prove 

T3. Cixyiyx, that is, if xis identical toy, then y is 
identical to x ("the symmetry of I"), 

replace fin T2a with I'x (the apostrophe in I'x marks 
where the letter that follows f in T2a goes when the 
substitution is made). T2a thus becomes CixxCixyiyx. 
And since the hypothesis of this latter statement 
has already been asserted as Leibniz's axiom of 
identity, Cixyiyx (labeled T3 above) may be asserted. 
Find similar proofs of the following theorems; 
but first state them in ordinary language: 

T4. CixyCixziyz (Compare Euclid's Common 
Notion 1.) 
TS. CizxCixyizy ("The transitivity of I':) 

B. Two Paradoxical Theorems of Identity over Time 
Below are three rules of inference dealing 

with statements asserted at certain times. Pnp stands 
for "it was the case n intervals in the past that p:' 
Similarly, Fnp stands for "it will be the case n intervals 
in the future that p:' State in ordinary language: 

TRI. Cpq may be replaced by PnCpq. 
TR2. PnCpq may be replaced by CPnpPnq. 
TR3. PnFnp and p are interchangeable (a version, 

perhaps incorrect, of Leibniz's (5)) . 
Prove the following theorems, after stating them in 
ordinary language: 

T6. CPnixyCPnf xPnfy. 
*T7. CPnixyCfxfy. 
Though T6 and *T7 have much the same shape, 

*T7 may raise some doubts. Is it true of newly cut 
paramecia-or newly sliced humans in Aristophanes' 
tale? If not, then one of our starting points
Leibniz's Tl or T2, or one of the rules of substitution 
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(perhaps Leibniz's TR3)-must be doubtful. In 150-
200 words, which would you doubt, and why? 

Even without the three rules of inference 
involving temporal expressions, there is another paradox 
to be encountered when considering identity over time: 

Assume that individual x has in fact been 
divided into distinct individuals y and z. 
Assume also that x still exists. Where is x now? 

If xis y, then Ixy and, by symmetry, Iyx. 
But it would be equally correct to say that x is z, 

and thus that ... 
Complete the argument to show that 

*TS. An Individual x cannot be divided into 
distinct individuals y and z. 

Then either 1) x ceases to be when divided, and y and z 

come to be, or 2) x has always been divided into y and 
z, although the division was not apparent, or 3) x, y, and 
z are somehow still one! Or perhaps something in the 
calculus of part A above is not right. In 150-200 words, 
what do you think? 

Algebraic Problem Prize Submission 

PRELIMINARIES 
Tl Ixx; i.e., xis identical to x. 
T2 CixyCfxfy; i.e., if x is identical to y, then if some 
predicate f is said of x, then f can also be said of y. 
T2a CfxCixyfy; i.e., if some predicate f is said of x, then if 
x is identical toy, then f can also be said of y. 
T3 Cixyiyx; i.e., if xis identical toy, then y is identical 
tox. 
TRI Cpq - PnCpq; i.e., the statement if p then q is 
equivalent to the statement it was the case n intervals in 
the past that if p then q. 
TR2 PnCpq - CPnpPnq; i.e., the statement it was the 
casen intervals in the past that if p then q is equivalent 
to the statement if it was the case n intervals in the past 
that p, then it was the case n intervals in the past that q. 
TR3 PnFnp - p; i.e., the statement it was the case n 
intervals in the past that it would be the case n intervals 
in the future that pis equivalent to the statement p. 

PROBLEMS 
T4 CixyCixziyz; i.e., if x is identical toy, then if x is 
identical to y, then if x is identical to z, then y is also 
identical to z 
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For since [T2] 
CixyCfxfy; 

let 
f = I'z, 

therefore 
CixyC Ixz Iyz. 

Q.E.D 
TS CizxCixyizy; i.e., if z is identical to x, then if x is 
identical toy, then z is also identical toy. 
For since [T2a] 

CfxCixyfy, 

let 
f=Iz', 

therefore 
C Izx Cixy Izy. 

Q.E.D 
T6 CP nixyCP nfxP nfy; i.e., if x was identical to y at n 
intervals in the past, then if some predicate f was said of 
x at n intervals in the past, then f could also be said of y 
at n intervals in the past. 
For since [TRI] 

Cpq - PnCpq, 

and [TR2] 
P nCpq - CP npP nq, 

therefore 
C p q - CP n p P n q . 

But let 
p =Ixy, 

and 
q = Cfxfy, 

therefore 
C Ixy Cfxfy - CP n Ixy P n Cfxfy. 

But again, since [TR2] 
PnCpq- CPnpPnq, 

let 
p=fx, 

and 
q=fy, 

therefore 
PnCfxfy- CPnfxPnfy, 

therefore 
CixyCfxfy - CP nixy P nCfxfy - CP nlxy CP nfxP nfy. 
But since [T2] 

CixyCfxfy true, 
therefore 

CP nixyCP nfxP nfy - true. 
Q.E.D. 
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For since [T2] 
CixyCfxfy 

T7 CP nixyCfxfy; i.e., if x was identical toy at n intervals 
in the past, then if some predicate f is said of x, then f 
can also be said of y. 
For since [TRI] 

Cpq- PnCpq, 
let 

p=fx, 
and 

q=fy, 
therefore 

Cfxfy - P nCfxfy. 
But since [T6, intermediary result] 

CixyCfxfy - CP nlxy P nC fx fy, 
Therefore 

CixyCfxfy - CP nlxy P nCfxfy = CP nlxy Cfxfy . 
But since [T2] 

CixyCfxfy - true, 
therefore 

CP nixyCfxfy - true. 
Q.E.D. 

Notes 
It appears that the problem with the truth of 

[T7] is that identity does not necessarily persist over 
time. Despite heavy suggestions, since [TR3] was not 
used, it does not seem relevant. In fact, only[T2], [TRI], 
and[TR2]were referenced, and thus the problem has to 
rest on at least one of these theorems. [T2] can be ruled 
out immediately, since its invalidity would entail that of 
[T2a], [T3], [T4], and [TS], all unproblematic theorems. 

If [T7] were regarded as a parallel branch to the 
second part of [T6] , both deriving from the intermediary 
result CixyCfxfy - CP nixyP nCfxfy, then the root of the 
third problem manifests itself. The second part of [T6] 
references [TR2], resulting in an intuitive consequence, 
while [T7] references [TRI], and arrives at a dubitable 
one. Therefore, it has to be [TRI] that is doubtful. 

But how is it possible that [T6], whose first 
part does reference [TRI], still seems valid? It appears 
that the choice of p and q could be the problem it 
just so happens that CixyCfxfy is still valid when P n' 
constructions are added uniformly. For some other 
sets of p and q (e.g., p = the temperature of a given 
body of liquid water increases and q = the volume 
thereof increases), Cpq - P nCpq, and consequently 

Cpq - CP npP nq, do not necessarily hold. 
TS An individual cannot be divided into two distinct 
individuals, and still exist. 
Let there be an individual x. 
I say that x cannot be divided into two distinct 
individuals and still exist. 
For, if possible, let it be assumed that it is possible 
to divide x, and that it has been divided into distinct 
individuals y and z. Let it further be assumed that x 
still exists. Therefore, x is either y, z, or both. 
First, let x bey. Therefore 

Ixy =true. 
But since y and z are both products of the same division, 
it is equally correct that 

Ixz =true. 
But [T4] 

CixyCixziyz - true, 
therefore 

Iyz =true, 
and therefore y and z are not distinct individuals, 
which is absurd. 
Therefore x cannot be divided into two distinct 
individuals, and still exist. 

Q.E.D. 
Notes 

The problem seems to arise because I has been 
denied without temporal considerations; i.e.,Ixy would 
mean either that x and y are always identical, regardless 
of outside circumstances, or that they are identical only 
at the moment the expression is written, in the context 
of what has come before and what will come after it. 

Therefore, when let x be y was invoked 
in[T8], it was not valid to rewrite it in the form 
of Ixy. Under the assumption that at least some 
kinds of divisions take place in time (such as the 
division of paramecia), once x has been divided 
into y and z, any claims about the relationship 
between x and either of the products of division 
will potentially involve comparison through time. 

This is not to say that identity is meaningless 
when considered through time; there is at least 
a human tendency to ascribe identity to things 
that persist and change in time. The logical 
framework currently provided, however, seems 
insufficient to deal with questions of this sort. 
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The Conception of Tangents and Points in Leibniz's Calculus 

Leibniz's differential calculus makes use of 
the characteristic triangle, whose hypotenuse is an 
infinitely small chord on any curve, in order to de
rive the slope of tangents (dy/dx) at any given point 
on any curve. Some may think that the derived slopes 
can literally be attributed to the points on the curve, 
and that the mystery of curves is thereby completely 
unraveled. Some may extol this method as a complete 
deconstruction of curves, as it seems to go all the way 
down to the level of points, and points are often con
sidered as the primary element of lines and curves. 
However, in the essay entitled On the Ultimate Orig
ination of Things, Leibniz makes the claim that "the 
continuum is infinitely divisible, and there are always 
parts asleep in the abyss of things, yet to be aroused:'1 

Leibniz also states "lines ... have no basis of composi
tion;'2 and are "not divided into points:'3 In light of 
these claims, how are we to understand the nature of 
tangents and Leibniz's method of differential calculus? 

Our usual conception of the tangent is a line 
which touches a curve at only one point and which 
does not cut the curve. From III.16 of Euclid's Ele
ments, we know that "into the space between the tan
gent and the circumference, another straight line can -
not be interposed:' Therefore each tangent is unique 
to each point on the curve. This means that, when the 
curve is put onto a coordinate system, the slopes of 
different tangents reveal the distinctive and momen
tary increments or decrements of ordinates at each 
point of contact. We often say this tells us something 
about the curve. How should we interpret this claim 
if we keep in mind that mathematical points are only 
modalities4 and do not make up continuous lines? 

Leibniz suggests that the person doing differ
ential calculus has to consent to this view: "to find a 
tangent is to draw a straight line joining two points 
on a curve that are an infinitely small distance apart:'5 

1. G.W Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, ed. Roger Ariew and Dan
iel Garber (Hackett Publishing Company, 1989), 155. 
2. Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, 146 
3. Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, 34 
4. G.W Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, 142 
5. G.W Leibniz, A New Method for Greatest and Leasts, (2017 
Junior Math Manual), 12 
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Since mathematical points are not constituent parts 
of the curve, there can be no end to the approach
ing of two infinitely close points. Meanwhile, the 
two points will never lose their distinctness. Because 
points are nothing but extremities of extensions and 
lines6, two points' infinite closeness is really the in
finite smallness of the line in between, a line which is 
divided and subdivided without end. When division 
is carried out enough number of times, the infinitely 
small distance may be visually indistinguishable from 
a point's visual representation. However, the line does 
not cease to be a line and turn into a point, nor do the 
two points stop being the extremities of a line. Thus, 
it would be incorrect to say that the two points on the 
characteristic triangle will ever merge into one point. 

From this analysis, there seems to be quite some 
discrepancy between the nature of Leibniz's tangent 
and tangents previously defined. Leibniz's tangent will 
always cross the curve at two different "points;' which 
are the extremities of an infinitely small distance. 
This means that the hypotenuse of an infinitely small 
characteristic triangle will never become one point on 
the curve. Strictly speaking, we are not permitted to 
equate the hypotenuse with the tangent, or to attribute 
the slope of the hypotenuse to one point on the curve. 
We would arrive at this same conclusion if we consider: 
a point is not a part of the curve and does not have 
substantial reality, thus it would be unreasonable for us 
to attribute motive tendencies or extension to it. Rather, 
we may conceptualize points on a curve as vantage 
points, from which we view the curve in the vicinity. 

However, what is meant by "the curve in the 
vicinity"? It is very hard to fathom the meaning of 
this expression: when a curve is not a composition of 
points, there can be no such thing as "the next point on 
the curve:' If we regard any definite point as "the next 
point;' then between it and the original point there 
always is some other point, more qualified to be "the next 
point:' However, the new candidate will be immediately 
disqualified because of the same argument. Our search 
for "the next point" would be in vain. Thus, two infinitely 
close points cannot take a definite form, and the sides 

6. G.W Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, 139 
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of the characteristic triangle are truly divided and 
subdivided without end. The bottomlessness of such 
division seems incomprehensible and disconcerting 
to me. But at the same time, such bottomless 
division seems to lessen the problem of straightness 
presented by the sides of the characteristic triangle. 
In some ways, infinite divisibility allows straight 
lines to be extremely fluid and even to vanish, so 
that they may measure curves under extremely high 
magnification. Meanwhile, these infinitely divisible 
lines still maintain their status as straight lines, whose 
expressions are perfectly knowable, and this is crucial. 
In fact, the process of deriving the expression for dv 
is strikingly rudimentary: it involves nothing but the 
subtraction of v from v1, provided that the two points 
on the curve are infinitely close to each other. Almost 
all of the algorithms are based on this simple idea of 
subtraction. It is so straightforward that I sometimes 
fail to see any element of invention in these algorithms. 
However, I need to remind myself: it is the way in 
which dx, dy and dv are conceived that makes Leibniz's 
subtraction very different from ordinary subtraction of 
finite magnitudes. Although we are tempted to eliminate 
dy and dx because they are infinitely small compared to 
finite magnitudes, we must not do so-because they are 
not infinitely small when compared to one another. In 
algorithms that aim to relate dy to dx, it is essential 
for these infinitely small quantities to be preserved. 

Thus, the slope of the infinitely small hypotenuse 
expresses the relation between dy and dx, which are 
things that extend from a point down into the first level 
of abyss beneath the point. The abyss, or the world of 
relations, remains hidden until we take one point as 
the vantage point and compare infinitesimal quantities 
against each other. In a way, differential equations take 
us from the world of finite magnitudes down to the next 
level of abyss that exists in the vicinity of each point 
on the curve. And the process of taking the second 
derivative ddv is analogous to going one level deeper 
into the abyss. Since the process of taking derivatives 
can go on ad infinitum, there must be infinite levels 
of abyss in the vicinity of each point on a curve. 
Differential equations reveal to us relations which exist 
in a certain level of abyss, which otherwise would be 
invisible to us. When we adopt the perspective of finite 
magnitudes by default, we are obliged to eliminate 

fractions and irrationals when dealing with the curve, 
and this practice renders unsatisfactory results. Due 
to the admittance of infinitely small quantities in our 
expression for tangents, we rid ourselves of the burden to 
eliminate irrationals and end up with a finite equation. 

I am now convinced of the utility of infinitely 
small quantities and the method of differential 
calculus. However, it remains a question to me 
whether the infinitely small quantities correspond to 
anything real in the physical world. In the Letter to 
Samuel Masson, Leibniz suggests that he considers 
"infinitesimal quantities to be useful fictions;' and 
that "the infinitesimal calculus is useful with respect 
to the application of mathematics to physics; however, 
that is not how I claim to account for the nature of 
things:' 7 He did not expound further on these issues in 
the letter. It would be rash for me to take these claims 
at face value and to assume their truth, since Leibniz 
says in his Letter to Varignon that "the real never 
ceases to be governed perfectly by the ideal and the 
abstract. The rules of the finite are found to succeed 
in the infinite-as if there were atoms, that is elements 
of an designable size in nature. And the rules of the 
infinite apply to the finite, as if there were infinitely 
small metaphysical beings:' Leibniz seems to say that 
the law of continuity is the only route to a human 
understanding of physical phenomena and other 
things in nature, and the law of continuity requires the 
existence of infinitesimals. If rules of the infinite and 
of the finite are mutually compatible, then the reality 
and physical existence of infinitesimals would not give 
rise to any difference in visible physical phenomena. 
Therefore infinitesimals could be at work in nature 
but unseen and unknown to us. However, in our 
understanding, infinitesimals are indispensable since 
nature could not be conceived as continuous without 
them. With the belief that "everything is governed by 
reason;' and that "the law of continuity is capable of 
leading us to the reasons and intentions of the author 
of things;' Leibniz seems to make intelligibility the 
most prior and primary, and thus chooses to subject 
certain unseeable physical reality to the requirements 
of mathematical laws. Despite these conjectures, I 
must admit that I am quite at a loss and cannot claim 
to understand the crux of Leibniz's argument yet. 

7. G.W Leibniz, Philosophical Essays, 230 
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Reflections in Writing - Laboratory 

Proof of Proposition XII of Huygens On the Motion of Colliding Bodies Applying the 
Calculus of Leibniz 

Preliminary: The Arithmetic of PROPOSITION IX 
Given two hard bodies A and B whose magnitudes 
are in the ratio of a:b, and whose relative speed to one 
another is s, B will acquire the speed: 

which is 

a~b x(a-b) + s 

s(a- b) + 
a+b S 

s(a-b) + s(a+b) 
a+b a+b 

s(a-b)+s(a+b) 

a+b 

s(a- b+a+b) 

a+b 

2as 
a+b 

after a direct horizontal collision of the two bodies. 

PROPOSITION XII: Setting 
Let there be three bodies A, B, and C, whose ratios in 
magnitude are 

A:B::a:x 
and 

A: C::a:c 
If A moves at speed s to collide directly with C, the 
speed C receives will be: 

2as 
~ (Prop. IX) 

and let's call this speed w. 
If B is the intermediate body between A and C, and A 
moves at speed s to collide with C, the speed B receives 
will be: 

2as ( ) ;i; Prop. IX 

and the speed C receives from B will be: 
acx- c) 
a+x • + 2as (P IX) 
~ a+x rop. 

which is: 
2as(x- c) + 2as(x+c) 

(a+x)(x+c) (a+x)(x+c) 
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2as(x-c)+2as(x+c) 
(a+x)(x+c) 

2as(x-c+x+c ) 
(a+x)(x+c) 

4asx 
(a+x)(x+c) 

and let's call this speedy. 
PROPOSITION XII: Sought 
It is then required to prove that: 
Part One: When the magnitude of B is intermediate 
between A and C, which is 

a<x<c 
or 

a>x>c 
C will acquire more speed, which is 

y>w 
Part Two: When B is the mean proportion between A 
and C, which is 

a :x::x: c 
C has the greatest speed, which is to find the greatest 
ordinate of y . 

PROPOSITION XII: Proof Proper 
Part one: 

y > w 
4asx > ~ 

(a+x )(x+c) a+c 

2x > _ l 
(a+x)(x+c) a+c 

2x(a + e) > (a+ x)(x + e) 
2ax + 2ex > ax + ae + x2 + ex 

ae + x2 - ax - ex < 0 
(x - a)(x -e) < O 

This is only true if x - a < 0 and that x - c > 0 , which 
satisfies a > x > c 
orthatx - a > 0 and thatx - c < 0 , which satisfies a < x < c 
Which is what Part One required to prove. 
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Part two: 

Let 

and 

thus 

and 

so that 

which is 

dy - d( 4asx ) 
(a+x)(x+c) 

m = 4asx 

n = (a + x)(x + c) 

dm = d(4asx) 
dm = 4asdx 

dn = d[(a + x)(x + c)] 
dn = (x + c)d(a + x) + (a+ x)d(x + c) 

dn = (x + c)dx + (a + x)dx 
dn = (x + c +a+ x)dx 

dn = (a + c + 2x)dx 

dy = ndm-mdn 
172 

d _ (a+x)(x+c)4asdy-4asx(a+c+2x) d y - 7 x 
[(a+x)(x+c)J-

When 

which is 

which is 

d l = 4as [(a+x )(x+c)- x(a: c+2Y)] dx 
J [(a+x)(x+c)J-

7 7 d = 4as(ax+ac+x-+c.\~m~-cx-2x-) dx 
Y [(a+x)(x+c)]-

d l = 4as(ac-x2) , dx 
J [(a+x)(x+c)]-

dy = O, 
4as(ac- x2) 

7 
dx = O 

[(a+x)(x+c)]-

ac - x2 = 0 

ac = x2 
a. = ~ 
x c 

a : x :: x : c 
Which is what Part Two required to prove. 
Q.E.D 
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Reflections in Writing - Music 

The Desperation of Erbarme Dich 

Erbarme dich, mein Gott, 
Um meiner Zahren willen. 

Schaue hier, Herz und Auge 
Weint vor dir bitterlich 

Erbarme dich! 
Erbarme Dich1, or the forty-seventh setting2 

of Bach's St. Matthew Passion, teaches us desperation. 
Set directly after Peter's three denials, this aria 
opens up to us the state of Peter's mind and the 
state of mind of all people who knowingly deny 
Christ as such. It is difficult not to listen to the piece 
and not be wrapped up by the sonorous tone of the 
alto, who, while near the top of their register, still 
manages to fill space deep within us. Perhaps this is 
simply a product of an excellent performance, but 
to deny the piece the graspable unworldliness given 
to us by that alto is to also deny the piece the merit 
of so delicately handling a very human problem, 
desperation, in the context of a very spiritual conflict. 

To understand such a piece in depth is difficult, 
but it is within my opinion that beginning by exploring 
the piece's structure typically provides the path for 
all other paths of study. The aria immediately breaks 
down into two parts: the violin solos that bookend 
the piece and the vocalist section that is bookended. 
Upon one's first listen through, these could very well 
be the only two sections one identifies, however, the 
libretto tips us off to a break in the vocalist sections. 
Starting at measure twenty-six, the vocalist enters, 
after a rest of a few measures, with "schaue hier:' 
This, and what follows for the next seven measures, 
is lyrically distinct from the alto's content in measures 
eight through twenty-two, which is simply "erbarme 
dich, mein Gott, um meiner Zahren willen" repeated 
in different constructions. Those lyrics that are first 
presented to us are then repeated after the "schaue 
hier" for thirteen measures, bring the vocalist to 
the end of their section. This creates two lyrically 

1. All translations of the German come from Carl Page's com
pilation of the St. Matthew Passion as given in the Materials for 
Sophomore Music manual 
2. Setting numbers given in accordance with those in the BWV 
as can be found in the Materials for Sophomore Music manual 
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Have mercy, my God, 
For my tears' sake; 

Look hither, heart and eye 
Weeps bitterly before Thee 

Have mercy! 

Seth Kates (Al9) 

distinct sections, one surrounding the other, but not 
two harmonically distinct sections, leaving us with 
two paths to pursue: to observe the changes in the 
libretto as they're presented or to attempt to grasp 
the subtleties of any harmonic shifts within the piece. 
For the sake of brevity, let us delve solely into the 
libretto, leaving the harmonic analysis for future study. 

We have already divided the libretto into the 
sections we wish to look at so let us analyze them as 
they are divided and as they are separate from the 
music. We are met, then, with an entreaty: "Erbarme 
dich, mein Gott, um meiner Zahren willen;' which, in 
English, reads as "have mercy, my God, for my tears' 
sake:' Without considering this within the whole of the 
St. Matthew Passion, it is clear this comes from a place of 
absolute powerlessness and desperation. It is one thing 
to beg God for mercy, for this already implies a dramatic 
amount of powerlessness, but to do so "for my tears' 
sake" only works to increase the sense of powerlessness. 
If you're trying to get God to help you and all you have 
to offer are your tears, then you are definitely in a jam. 
Taken within context, of course, the nature of such a 
jam is made obvious . . Peter's denial of Christ allows 
us to understand the cause of the desperation. If we 
choose to believe that the aria is an outpouring of 
Peter's emotions and thoughts, then the entire scope 
of the aria will serve as the communication of Peter's 
consciousness. However, this would seem strange, as 
the aria is sung by an alto and the part of Peter is sung 
by a bass. No, it would seem that the aria is meant to 
have a wider scope than Peter's consciousness. With 
this in mind, we should be able to inf er the intended 
audience of the piece: those who deny Christ and, 
perhaps even, do so after never thinking they could. 
From what we know of Peter from the other gospels 
as well as the gospel of Matthew, Peter is one of the 
most, if not the most, zealous disciple. His zeal, and the 
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ignorance of that zeal as is enumerated by his 
disbelief in Jesus' prophecy, is what ultimately brings 
him so low. In this way, the aria is directed at those 
who are violently confronted with the flaws of their 
faith and acts as a guide for them: beg. When this is 
considered in the context of the music, Bach gives 
us the degree to which one should be and that is an 
overwhelming amount. Throughout the entirety 
of the piece, "erbarme dich'' appears fifteen times, 
and only three of those times does the phrase not 
appear consecutively, but rather completely on its 
own. Bach emphasizes the phrase by also having the 
only drawn out notes appear within the phrase, as 
seen in measures nine, ten, thirteen, and sixteen. 

The second section is approached differently by 
Bach and the lyrics themselves add a subtlety to what 
we've previously heard. We are told to "look hither, 
heart and eye weeps bitterly before Thee" by the singer. 
Now, we've already discussed the inclusion of the tears 
and the effect those have on the entreaty "erbarme 
dich;' but the nature of the tears was not elaborated 
upon. That elaboration occurs here with these lines. 
By saying that these tears have their beginning in the 
"heart and eye;' we are told that these tears have their 
beginning in humanity and spirituality. It is with our 
eyes that we typically know something on the most 
basic, animalistic human level and with our hearts 
that we begin to know something on a spiritual and 
emotional level. We are provided with an interesting 
dilemma then, because, in this instance, the heart was 
untrue and the eye cannot allow us to know Christ 
completely. In addition to this, Bach composes six 
instances between measures twenty-six and thirty-two 
in which our alto places emphasis on certain words in 
the form of note length. We've identified this in the first 
section and it's relation to the phrase "erbarme dich;' 
but "erbarme dich'' only accounts for two of the six 
instances. Two instances are placed on "hier'' (hither), 
one on ''Auge" (eye), and the remaining instance is on 
"weint" (wept). The question that arises then is why 
does Bach emphasize the eyes, when articulating this, 

and not the heart, which seems to be the origin of this 
issue of faith? If we allow the singer the awareness of 
their flaw, then what seems to fall out is that the singer is 
emphasizing the one thing they feel like they still have 
in relation to Christ. Knowing that the origin of their 
sin is in the heart, other products of the heart would 
be discredited in the mind of the singer, meaning that 
tears of the eyes are the truest thing they have to off er. 

Within the third section, we experience what 
is, lyrically, a repetition of the first section, while the 
music offers a different approach. While Bach decides 
to emphasize parts of the phrase "erbarme dich'' again, 
what is notable is what else he decides to emphasize. 
With this second approach to these lyrics, Bach chooses 
to also emphasize "Zahren" three times with the most 
notable occurrence at forty-five. What has developed 
from the first two section as to have the focus of Bach's 
emphasis change? It would, of course, have to have 
occurred within the second section. Why would the 
second section's emphasis on the basic humanity of 
the alto's desperation bring the focus of the piece to 
somewhere between begging for mercy and directing 
God's attention to the eyes' tears? Perhaps, the nature 
of the desperation has changed, and the initial shock 
of the sin committed has, at least in some part, 
subsided. The third section could then be interpreted 
as desperate still, but also with a certain sense of 
acceptance. Within the first section, there is a type 
of manic nature to the constantly repeated "erbarme 
dich'' phrases, and that nature is controlled a little by 
the time the third section comes to be. While the singer 
was initially solely concerned with begging for mercy, 
they gain a sense of themselves as the piece plays out. 

Bach's handling of desperation is clever. We are 
assaulted by the mindless and powerless desperation 
of the aria within the first larger section, but through 
different emphatic placements, Bach molds the 
desperation to be something much more subtle. What 
started out as a simple expression became a portrait 
of desperation in the eyes of a misperceived faith. 
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Reflections in Writing - Language 

EHomme et la Mer: The Struggle in Comprehending Infinitude 

'Homme libre, toujours tu cheriras la mer!': 
Free man, you will cherish the sea forever! Baudelaire's 
first line of this poem is striking; he is introducing the 
reader to an intimate relationship between the Man and 
the Sea, and this is especially poignant in his use of the 
informal 'tu' instead of the formal 'vous'. The use of the 
word 'cherish' gives an interesting image to the reader, 
one of holding on to a loved one dearly. The Man holds 
onto the Sea, yet it seems the Sea, in its vast infinitude, 
does not wish to be held- although I believe that it 
does not wish to be held, the Sea is 'ton miroir; tu con
temples ton ame', your mirror in which you contem
plate your own soul. The infinitude of the Sea allows 
for the observer of it to plunge into the depths of what 
makes himself, himself. Yet plumbing the depths of the 
soul reveals that it 'n'est pas un gouffre moins amer', is a 
no less bitter abyss. That is to say that the Soul is just as 
bitter as the depths of the Sea upon reflection. I believe 
that Baudelaire is revealing to the reader a dark side 
of one's subconscious that the common man does not 
reflect on, or even something that the common man 
[distinct from The Poet, who is able to see into and rel
ish the maladies of the human condition] is well aware 
of but uses the distraction of the material, conscious 
life to flee from, the darkest depths of his subconscious. 

'Tu te plais a plonger au sein de ton image': 
you love to plunge into your own image- here Baude
laire is pointing out the inquisitive ecstasy associated 
with self-reflection. This harks back to the image of 
Eve in Paradise Lost, the moment after God has creat
ed her from the rib of Adam. She gazes into the pool 
and falls in love with her reflection. It would seem 
here that Baudelaire is pointing out our love for our 
material selves, the mere image granted to us by our 
senses: 'tu l'embrasses des yeux et des bras', you em
brace your image with your eyes and arms. While we 
fall in love with the image of ourselves and embrace 
the image with our eyes and arms, the Poet is pointing 

. out the fallibility of the senses. We are enamored, yet 
we can never embrace the whole Sea with our eyes or 
embrace the whole Sea with our arms, we merely pick 
up a puddle of water in our hands and the image that 
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we are so enamored by is not the thing in itself. Yet it 
is in this state of being enamored, from the overload 
of our senses, that we transcend our humanhood; 'ton 
creur I Se distrait quelquefois de sa propre rumeur I 
Au bruit de cette plainte indomptable et sauvage' your 
heart distracts itself sometimes from its own beat
ing; by the sound of this wild and untamable plaint 
[or wail]. Once one connects with this image of its 
subconscious, then the person loses awareness of the 
conscious self. The heartbeat is muffled and far away 
as one ponders the depths of the subconscious. One's 
ordinary awareness becomes something primordial, 
something that exists in the deep recesses of the Soul. 
The contemplation of the first principles of the Soul 
can never be comprehensible or translatable to the 
conscious self in a way that makes logical sense to self. 

'Vous etes tousles deux tenebreux et discrets', 
both of you [the Man and Sea] are obscure and dis
creet. Baudelaire has shifted from 'tu' to 'vous' now, so 
as to revere Man and Sea as an idea. He is revealing 
to us the mystery of consciousness and the obscurity 
and discreetness associated with its mystery. 'Discrets' 
here is not a measurement, but a silence. The mysteries 
of consciousness do not reveal themselves readily to 
Man; otherwise there would be no mystery. The farther 
we plunge into the depths of the Sea and the depths of 
Man, the more silent it becomes. On the surface lev
el, the waves of the Sea are crashing with deafening 
sound; the image of Man is so loud in its materiality, 
we are the product of our circumstances in the mate
rial world that we can easily list off: our hobbies, our 
day-to-day identity, our occupation, our favorite col
ors, smells, and sights. The deafening sound of materi
ality is tied directly with the senses, the sensory expe
rience being much easier to explain to ourselves than 
this silent part of Man Baudelaire is pointing out to us. 
The depths of the Soul cannot be fathomed or compre
hended by a conscious state of awareness. The difficulty 
that Baudelaire is making us aware of is the ineffability 
of the Soul. This idea is not uncommon: Blaise Pascal 
has this idea in his Pensees. 'Le creur a ses raisons, que 
la raison ne connait point', the heart has its reasons, 
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which reason knows nothing of. The subconsciousness 
of the human being speaks a totally different 'language' 
from the consciousness of the human; they are 
incommensurable with one another. Baudelaire does 
not think that anyone has plumbed the depths of Man 
and understood them; 'Homme, nul n'a sonde le fond 
de tes abimes' [Man, no one has sounded the depth 
of your abysses]. I do not think that Baudelaire thinks 
we can even begin to understand the depths of our 
Being because of the fact that we desperately try to 
understand ourselves reasonably, but this action of 
transcending oneself and plumbing the depths does 
not require reason. 

The Sea, according to Baudelaire, passionately 
hides its secrets from its explorers: 6 mer, nul ne connait 
tes richesses intimes, I Tant vous etes jaloux de garder 
vos secrets! [O Sea, no one knows your intimate riches, 
you are so jealous to guard your secrets!] This logical 
mapping of the vast infinitude of the Sea is impossible 
in Baudelaire's eyes. There are dark regions of the Sea 
that are un-explorable. This is the difficulty that we as 
human beings face on a consistent basis: there are parts 
of us that we will never be able to understand logically, 
yet the way in which we make sense of our world is 
logically. Here we move into the final quatrain: 'Et 
cependant voila des siecles innombrables I Que vous 
vous combattez sans pitie ni remords', and yet there 
are innumerable centuries where you have fought one 
another without pity or remorse. There has been a 
'tug of war' between the Man [finitude] and the Sea 
[infinitude] because Man is not merely finitude but has 
imbedded within him the Soul which allows him to 
contemplate things vastly more infinite than himself. 
The issue is that the faculty of reason ends up being 
finite in this case, and is unable to communicate to itself 
what it experiences when it plumbs the depths of its 
own infinite self. The infinite and the finite have argued 
for centuries and will argue for millennia, wishing to 
understand one another but speaking in two different 
'languages: The Sea pulls Man into its depths and says 
'Understand me!' but as it says this, it hides away at 
any chance Man tries to understand it. Man can only 
comprehend on a level that is logically finite, so Man 
tries to box in his conception of the infinite Sea into 
something more comprehensible- this forces the Sea 
into a place that Man can only see once he relinquishes 

himself of reason. He plumbs the silent depths and 
can comprehend the infinite silence because of the 
Soul's ability to do so. Yet when the Man returns to the 
surface of materiality, deafened by the sounds of the 
material and sensory world, he is unable to understand 
his experience and explain it to others or even himself. 

'Tellement vous aimez le carnage et la mort, I 
0 lutteurs eternels, 6 freres implacables!', So you love 
carnage and death, 0 eternal wrestlers, 0 implacable 
brothers! The Man and the Sea have this eternal war 
among themselves: the Sea wishes to drown the Man 
so that it may cause the Man to relinquish his body so 
he can comprehend the Sea as infinite; the Man wishes 
to reduce the Sea into something that is finite so that he 
may understand it in his own limiting way. Baudelaire 
calls the Man and the Sea brothers because of their 
shared infinitude and to point out the relationship 
that brothers have of Love and Conflict. They have an 
eternal bond to one another, yet they wish to dominate 
the other so as to be the master of the other. But if Man 
wishes to commit fratricide, he will never understand 
the dark, obscure side of himself that is infinite. The Sea 
does not want to commit fratricide on Man, because 
of the intimate relationship between the two of them. 
The Sea, in its jealousy, hides its secrets from Man, 
but it seems that it dangles its secrets in front of Man 
just out of his reach. It seems that Baudelaire paints 
the infinite as an entity that desires to be understood 
just as much as Man desires to understand himself. 

There are many themes that permeate 
Baudelaire's poetry in Les Fleurs Du Mal-the obvious 
themes here are infinitude and death. Death, Life's 
greatest mystery, is something that Baudelaire thinks 
he can solve as The Poet, the one who dives deep into 
the depths of the maladies of the human condition. 
But it would seem that he would like to understand 
Death without the experience of dying; to be able to 
grasp the infinite antithesis of Being, that is Death, 
seems like a goal for him in the same way that he 
wishes to grasp the formal concept of Beauty in his 
other works. The infinite is only ever a mirror for him, 
never the thing in itself. His frustration lies in the fact 
that he can only ever get a taste of the infinite and 
then can never grasp it in terms that are intelligible to 
himself and his audience. He sees himself as Poet, as 
excavator of the things unknown to the common man, 
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in that the common man is so tied to his material 
existence that he never ponders the things outside of 
himself. Either that or the common man is too afraid 
and the Poet is not. Yet even Baudelaire has to have 
some kind of death-anxiety in that it is the antithesis 
of being, something incomprehensible to the human 
understanding. Whether Baudelaire shows this or not; 
it is not clear in this poem. What is clear is that there 

is a constant struggle between finitude and infinitude 
for Man, and Baudelaire wishes to bridge that gap, yet 
it will never be bridged: finitude and infinitude have 
been in constant war for 'siecles innombrables' and 
will continue doing so. Man will forever be in this 
eternal 'tug of war' between his understanding of his 
finitude and his lack of understanding of his infinitude. 

Lost in Translation-Character and Humor 

Throughout the adventures and the history of 
Don Quixote de la Mancha, Cervantes points, without 
a shadow of a doubt, to a curious relationship between 
a knight, Don Quixote, and a squire, Sancho Panza. 
The impression one may have of a squire is that of 
an obedient, submissive one. A squire is a travelling 
companion for the knight. This does not seem to be 
the case with Sancho Panza. Sancho often is unafraid 
to point out the madness of his master's behavior. He 
is constantly the one who points out to Don Quixote 
(and the audience) the foolishness of Don Quixote's 
endeavors and goals. Most of the times, he attempts 
to stop Don Quixote from doing something ludicrous. 
From the way Sancho bluntly expresses his thoughts, it 
seems that Sancho places himself on a somewhat equal 
footing with Don Quixote. He makes it clear what 
his monetary interests are, the greed he has, and the 
demands he has despite being a squire. Of course, since 
these aspects of Sancho directly oppose many of Don 
Quixote's values about knight-errantry, Don Quixote 
immediately makes Sancho know Don Quixote's own 
perspective on Sancho's demands. To sum up, most of 
the times, their relationship is blunt and honest. Sancho 
may do Don Quixote's bidding as a squire, but it seems 
that Don Quixote does not think of Sancho as a lowly 
servant. One could be convinced that this is a friendly 
relationship or, even more intimately, a brotherly 
relationship rather than a master-servant relationship. 

However, there is a question of how we 
interpret their equal relationship because of the lack 
of the English language with respect to formality and 
informality. Many languages divide their grammatical 
structure and syntax between formal and informal 
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expression. And to further distinguish the hierarchy 
between two characters, these languages will often 
use honorifics for which the English language 
struggles to find an appropriate translation that 
properly embodies the meaning of the honorific. 

To serve as an example, in Don Quixote, the 
most commonly used honorific is most likely to be 
"vuestra merced" which many translations translate as 
"your mercy;' which is correct; this is a literal translation 
of the two words. But because there is no concept of 
formality and informality in English, the translation 
fails to capture the full meaning of the words. The 
formality is clearly expressed in the pronoun "vuestra'' 
which is a second person, formal pronoun. The formal 
language is usually used for someone who is in a higher 
social position or a yet unacquainted person such as 
strangers whom one has recently met. Don Quixote 
himself addresses the new people he interacts with in 
his adventures with this honorific until he becomes 
thoroughly acquainted. For Don Quixote, using the 
formal Spanish is a custom of etiquette. But not for 
Sancho. While Sancho always speaks to Don Quixote 
with formal addresses, Don Quixote addresses him 
informally and uses a grammatical structure which 
clearly indicates that there is a social hierarchy 
between master and squire. With that being said, 
though the content of their dialogue might seem to be 
open, honest and level, the grammatical structure in 
which the content is expressed clearly states otherwise. 

This distinction was most apparent to me when 
there is a dialogue between Don Quixote, Samson, 
the bachelor, and Sancho. And most obviously so. If 
we think about it with respect to occupation, this is a 
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conversation between a knight, a scholar, and a squire; 
two educated and well-read men, and an uneducated 
man who is expected to serve the mentioned two. A 
particular instance that I was thinking of is in chapter 
three of the Second Part of Don Quixote where Don 
Quixote meets with the bachelor in order to hear more 
about the historical account written by Cide Hamete 
Benengeli and to see how accurate the account is. 

-Callad, Sancho -dijo don Quijote-, y no 
interrupais mas al senor bachiller, a quien suplico pase 
adelante en decirme lo que se dice de mi en la referida 
historia. 

- Y de mi, -dijo Sancho-, que tambien dicen que 
soy yo uno de los principales presonajes de ella. 

-Personajes, que no presonajes, Sancho amigo 
-dijo Sanson. 

-dOtro reprochador de voquibles tenemos?-dijo 
Sancho- Pues andense a eso y no acabaremos en toda la 
vida. 

In the English translation, this interaction 
translates1 to: 

"Be quiet, Sancho," said Don Quixote, ''and do 
not interrupt the bachelor whom I implore to continue 
telling me what is said about me in this history." 

"And about me," said Sancho. "They also say I 
am one of the principal presonages in it" 

"Personages, not presonages, Sancho my friend," 
said Sanson. 

''Another one who corrects my vocablery?" said 
Sancho. "Well, both of you keep up and we'll never 
finish." 

The choices Cervantes makes assure his 
readers where Sancho stands in this conversation. As 
a peasant between a young scholar and a middle-aged 
gentleman, it could seem that Sancho has no place 
in this conversation. Thus, Don Quixote's command 
for Sancho's silence. Cervantes has multiple different 
options to express Don Quixote's command: "callate;' 
"calla" and "callad:' From these three, the first option 
is the informal, second person imperative and is often 
translates to a vulgar "shut up" rather than "be quiet;' 
which would disgrace Don Quixote's idea of only 
using noble speech. However, the second option is 
also a formal, second person, singular imperative, but 
Cervantes decides not to use it. Perhaps it is because 

1. Grossman Translation 

the third option commands the most respect but 
then the question with respect to Cervantes's style. 
But one thing is clear: by using the most authoritative 
form of command, Cervantes portrays, at least in this 
moment, that Don Quixote puts himself above Sancho. 
It manages to create a distance between Don Quixote 
and Sancho which would accentuate that Sancho and 
Don Quixote may not have a completely egalitarian 
relationship as we hoped. 

Secondly, there is Sancho's unfortunate mistake 
in pronunciation of the word "personaje" which the 
English translates to "personage:' This would be one 
place where the English translation has to compromise. 
These two words are similar, but the original word has 
such a simple definition that with a direct translation, 
the mistake Sancho makes would be incomprehensible. 
However, I do have to mention that this translation 
choice and my critique of it is most likely from the 
assumption I have that Cervantes meant "personaje" 
as "character" rather than "celebrity" or "important 
person:' The first option is dangerous because using the 
word "character" to refer to a person who Cervantes 
is writing about to convince that Sancho and Don 
Quixote are historical people is contrary simply because 
the word "character" implies fiction, if the word is not 
being used to accentuate a person's ethics or behavior. 
However, I was initially unconvinced Cervantes uses 
the word "personaje" to mean "celebrity" or "important 
person;' because it seemed to me that writing "principal 
important person'' is redundant and unsophisticated. 
Except, why am I expecting Sancho's prose and lines 
to be sophisticated? Cervantes's word choice offers two 
potential uses: either to further blur the lines of fiction 
and nonfiction, or to reveal more about Sancho's 
character. Both prospects are intriguing; however, 
this is not the reason I brought up this idea in the first 
place. 

From this mistake, we can understand that 
Sancho is not the most educated among the three 
people having a conversation, but Samson's response 
to Sancho's mistake reveals Samson's subtle patronizing 
attitude towards Sancho. And Sancho's own reaction 
reveals to the readers what he thinks about this 
criticism. 

d0tro reprochador de voquibles tenemos? 
The word "voquibles" is another interesting 
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word choice on Cervantes's part and an interesting 
translation of the translator's part. "Voquibles" means 
"words:' More specifically, it is a humorous way of 
saying the word "word" or "voice:' Importantly, it is 
not an incorrect word, but the English translation of 
this word as "vocablery" I assume to be a misspelled 
version of "vocabulary:' It is curious why the translator 
chose to do this. From this sentence, the audience 
learn what Sancho thinks about speaking properly: he 
has no concern for such things. In fact, he finds this to 
be a waste of time. This was not the first time he made 
a mistake during his conversation and it would not be 
his last mistake, but every time Don Quixote corrects 
him, Sancho responds that if what Sancho is trying to 
say is understood, then whether he used the right word 
or not is irrelevant. So, rather than being offended by 
Samson's patronizing correction, Sancho is simply 
annoyed and shrugs the correction off. The most basic 
humor in Don Quixote arises from these puns and the 
word mistakes Sancho makes. Unfortunately, most of 
them are lost when translated to English and from this 
we lose some of Sancho's character and humor. Don 
Quixote makes us laugh through his genuine belief 
and his ridiculous actions and Sancho makes us laugh 
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with unintentional puns and comments. 
And these errors are a vital part of Sancho in the 

manner that it serves to contrast with Don Quixote's 
manner of speech, which is where the hierarchy is 
most obvious. Don Quixote is the epitome of using 
language properly, composing beautiful poetry for an 
idealized woman. He speaks magnificently to the point 
where all who listen to him have difficulty believing 
that Don Quixote is a madman. However, Sancho is 
what Don Quixote is not. Don Quixote lives in a world 
of fantasy where he sees the value of chasing an ideal 
and he upholds values such as honor and glory, Sancho 
is the opposite, where he is aware of reality and his 
practicality drives his ambition. It only seems natural 
that their mannerisms would reflect the same nature of 
opposites Sancho and Don Quixote share and from the 
different level of speech, a different understanding of 
what they are to each other. Then the question that can 
be asked is: why do they stick with each other? Why 
does Don Quixote choose Sancho Panza and why does 
Sancho keep following Don Quixote? And perhaps 
this is a question which can be explored at another 
time since this question can come regardless of what 
language the book is read in. 

Notes: 
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